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Walt Disney World is certainly filled with wonderful sights, everything from storybook castles and 

futuristic spires to dazzling lights and wondrous architecture. But every once in a while, take a moment to 

close your eyes and listen (well, not while you’re walking of course!). You may be surprised at how much you 

can hear, and how important those sounds are to your overall experience. There’s music of course, but if 

you listen…really listen, you may discover that there’s a lot more to the music than you may have assumed. 

The musical transition from Main Street, U.S.A. to Adventureland is well known;  

but listen as you wander around World Showcase and notice how well the music integrates with the 

themes of the various pavilions.

Of course, there’s more than music to be heard. Listen for the howling of the wolf at the Haunted Mansion. 

Or the whistle of the Walt Disney World Railroad. Or the screams from Guests from the top of the Tower 

of Terror. Keep an ear out for the chatter coming from the Voice Lessons window on Main Street, U.S.A., or 

the blaster noises emanating from Star Tours. Even within the attractions, see if you can hear the pirates 

digging for treasure in an alcove near the loading area. Or the ghostly whispers that float around the 

stretching rooms as everyone leaves.

For a totally different experience, take a walk in a secluded area, such as the path between the Wilderness 

Lodge and the Fort Wilderness Campground, or along the canal that connects the BoardWalk with Disney’s 

Hollywood Studios. Away from everything, close your eyes and listen. That’s the sound of solitude, an 

amazing thing to discover when you’re in one of the most visited locales on the planet. It’s a moment of 

supreme serenity, and it’s amazing to think that there are bustling crowds not more than a few minutes 

away. Of course, if you listen very closely, you’ll still be able to make out the faint howl of the wolf, or the toot 

toot of a nearby launch boat.

Serenity with a touch of Disney. Somehow, that’s even more magical.

Tim Foster

Shhh...Listen!
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“Whenever I go on a ride, I’m always thinking of what’s wrong with the thing and how it can be improved.”   

— Walt Disney

That’s one of the traits of Walt Disney that I have always admired – no matter how good you may think 

something is, there’s always a way to improve it. For Walt, that carried over into his parks, 

including Walt Disney World. 

And that legacy continues, in that the parks and resorts were never intended to be a museum, and they 

should always be changing. In fact, they should always be improving. We continue to see that today, not 

just in the addition of new attractions, shows, and even lands like New Fantasyland and Storybook Circus, 

but even in the “classic” attractions. The “If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it” mentality doesn’t exist at Disney. They 

are constantly looking to enhance our experiences, whether it be with the addition of new technology, 

storylines, queues, or “layers of the onion” to enrich an already enjoyable day at the  

parks with something new to explore and enjoy. 

Over the years, we have seen Walt’s vision in action, with additions to classic attractions like the Haunted 

Mansion and Pirates of the Caribbean. But what is important is that the character and integrity of the 

attractions have never changed. The storyline is enhanced, the Guest experience is improved, and over 

time, we see that it is becoming more interactive, and soon (I believe), more personalized. 

As a frequent Walt Disney World visitor and unapologetic enthusiast who looks at the parks with the eyes 

of the 7-year old boy that’s trapped inside my 44-year old body, I’m excited each and every time I go to the 

parks and step into a world of fantasy. I never know what may be new, different, or as Walt said, improved. 

And that makes for a new adventure on every visit...and something I’m very grateful for. 

Lou Mongello

New Adventures
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Lori Elias credits her pas-
sion for Disney to long-
time friend Tara Miller, 
a Cast Member with the 
Disney Cruiseline. Lori is 
a Cleveland-area middle 
school music teacher by day, 
freelance writer by night, 
and Disney fan 24/7. She has 
written for a number of 
music publications, and is 
thrilled to be able to share 
her love of all things Disney.

Joe Essaf’s annual family 
vacations to Walt Disney 
World have instilled in 
him a love of magic and 
fantasy. Along with his 
appreciation and passion 
for the animated classics, 
Joe has a strong connection 
with Disney and all of its 
properties. Joe will always 
continue to visit Walt Disney 
World and pick himself up a 
delicious Mickey Bar. 

Ray Harkness thanks Disney 
for saving his marriage.  
After being shown the joys 
of a vacation by his lovely 
wife Nancy, he now cannot 
imagine being away from 
work if it doesn’t involve a 
Disney resort.  When not 
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writes for his blog Grumpy’s 
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blogspot.com). 
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writing and original 
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James has written for 
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and offers a workshop 
entitled, “Everything You 
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about Life, You Can Learn 
at Disney World.”

Celebrations is now available for your 
iPhone and iPad!

The digital version of Celebrations contains all the same magical 

content as our print edition. As an added bonus, you’ll have access to 

all of our back issues, including those that have long been sold out. 

You can purchase a six issue (one year) subscription for $29.99, and 

individual issues for $5.99. Download our free app to access  

our newsstand library where you can shop and stay  

notified of new issues. 

Visit iTunes on your Apple mobile device and search for Celebrations, 

it’s as easy as that!
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Letters

Disney Pets
We have a friend who is a wonderful photographer, so we 

have a lot of pictures taken of our pets, especially around 

the holidays. When I saw this picture of Pongo (we have 

Perdie too) it reminded me of the people waiting for the 

Disney Christmas Parade!

Jeff Riggs

Photo courtesy of Jaime Brown at 

jaimeabrownphotography.com

Got a question, photo or story you’d like to share? email them to: subscriptions@celebrationspress.com
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Calendar of Events
Epcot International Flower and Garden Festival

March 6-May 19, 2013

The Fab Five are having a party, and everyone’s invited to 

join the fun! Colorful, whimsical topiaries of Mickey Mouse, 

Minnie Mouse, Goofy, Pluto and Donald Duck will welcome 

topiary Daisy to their Epcot front-entrance celebratory 

barbecue.  The 14-foot-tall topiary Goofy will bobble an 

anniversary cake while Donald and Daisy play badminton, 

Mickey fires up the grill, Pluto swipes a link of hot dogs and 

Minnie chills out on a colorful blanket of blossoms.

And that’s just the festival opener.  New topiaries, gardens, 

children’s play areas and interactive gardening seminars 

will set the stage for 75 days of festival fun as Disney’s hor-

ticulture team revs up for its 20th year of beautiful blooms 

and creative whimsy.

For the first year ever, Mike and Sully from Disney-Pixar’s 

Monsters Inc. will join the festivities with their Disney-Pixar 

Monsters University topiary on the walkway from Future 

World to the park’s World Showcase.  A new Disney-Pixar 

Cars playground– Radiator Springs–brings favorite movie 

characters to life in topiary on the Test Track Walkway.  

And 2013’s Fawn’s Butterfly House flits to life with hundreds 

of butterflies and eight fairy topiaries including Tinker Bell, 

Fawn, Vidia and Terrence.

The opening weekend Flower Power Concert Series at 

America Gardens Theatre will present fan favorite Micky 

Dolenz (“I’m a Believer”) March 8-10.  Other pop acts set to 

perform include Chubby Checker & the Wildcats, The Guess 

Who, Paul Revere & The Raiders and Herman’s Hermits 

starring Peter Noone.

More than 100 topiaries, 240 floating mini-gardens, dozens 

of flower towers and sweeping beds of multi-colored 

blooms will add floral splendor to the park landscape.  Dai-

ly hands-on gardening seminars, HGTV celebrity presenta-

tions, and other Festival Center events will offer innovative 

ideas, design tips and gardening know-how to park Guests.

Star Wars Weekends

Disney’s Hollywood Studios

Weekends May 17 – June 9, 2013

With character appearances, themed parades, star conver-

sations, behind-the-scenes presentations and autograph 

sessions, the popular event brings a galaxy far, far away to 

Disney’s Hollywood Studios.

Expedition Everest Challenge

Disney’s Animal Kingdom

May 4, 2013

Take a run on the wild side during the Expedition Everest 

Challenge, a thrill-packed, timed endurance event that 

combines a 5K adventure run through Disney’s Animal 

Kingdom® Theme Park with the challenge of a scavenger 

hunt. Your nighttime adventure starts in base camp where 

you’ll begin a journey along an obstacle strewn course. 

Then get set for all the excitement of a scavenger hunt 

in the spectacular setting of Disney’s Animal Kingdom® 

Theme Park. Complete the challenge and escape with a 

special edition Compass finisher medal.

Night of Joy

Magic Kingdom

September 6-7, 2013

Experience a contemporary Christian music festival fea-

turing live performances by Christian superstars in rock, 

pop and gospel. 

8 · Celebrations Photo ©Disney
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Disney News
Splitsville Luxury Lanes 
Roll Strikes at Downtown 
Disney
The latest trend in boutique bowling arrived at Down-

town Disney with the December 2012 opening of Splits-

ville Luxury Lanes. The upscale, retro-style bowling venue is 

the largest in the bowling brand’s fleet and joins other fun, 

family-friendly entertainment options at Downtown Dis-

ney at Walt Disney World Resort.

Splitsville at Downtown Disney is the bowling brand’s 

only two-level location with 30 lanes and more than 50,000 

square feet of entertainment space – twice the size of any 

other Splitsville – featuring billiards, live entertainment, a 

balcony bar with sweeping views and upscale dining op-

tions that cater to the entire family. This is not your father’s 

bowling alley.

“Splitsville is a perfect fit for Downtown Disney,” said 

Keith Bradford, vice president of Downtown Disney. “From 

a new twist on a beloved sport to an impressive menu you’d 

never expect to find in a bowling facility, Splitsville offers a 

great experience that complements our other unique offer-

ings at Downtown Disney. I’m sure it will quickly become a 

Guest favorite.”

The Splitsville concept is anchored by bowling – the larg-

est participation sport in America – but with a modern take 

that brings together entertainment and upscale food in a 

non-traditional bowling setting. For instance, the décor is a 

blend of hip and nostalgic elements with the bowling lanes 

separated into clusters that create unexpected sight lines 

for Guests. There are also lane concierges available nightly 

to help maximize the bowling experience for Guests.

Photos ©Disney10 · Celebrations
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“Splitsville is about socialization and creating memories. 

In a world of smart phones, texts and social media, people 

need an outlet to connect in person again,” said Mark Gibson, 

co-founder of Splitsville. “Bowling is an activity that appeals 

to almost everyone and the natural gaps of time between 

frames allows families, friends or work mates to engage in 

conversation, grab some sushi or encourage Guests on the 

next lane.”

The Splitsville menu is distinctly different than your typi-

cal bowling alley fare. Guided by award-winning chef Tim 

Cushman, the menu features a variety of higher-end offer-

ings such as grilled Mahi Mahi with “Voodoo” shrimp, filet 

sliders and grilled chicken parmesan, plus a kids menu, in 

addition to traditional bowling alley food items. There are 

even two sushi bars where Guests can get fresh-rolled sushi.

“We’ve created a collection of menu items that are per-

fect for sharing,” said Guy Revelle, co-founder of Splitsville. 

“Whether it is sushi, sliders or pizza, customers can order 

combinations of food and then taste a little bit of every-

thing.  It creates a very interactive and social experience 

where the Splitsville concept helps ‘break the ice’ and allow 

Guests of all ages to relax and enjoy their time at our luxury 

lanes!”

What’s the Price to Bowl?

Prices vary based on time of day and party size, and in-

clude the cost of shoe rentals. Prior to 4 p.m., the rate is $15 

per person. After 5 p.m., the rate is $20 per person. The length 

of play time for both rates varies by party size. Guests visit-

ing any day between Monday and Thursday can take advan-

tage of a special rate after 10: 30 p.m. of $15 per person.

For Guests who would like to take advantage of Priority 

Bowling, to receive access to the next available lane upon 

check-in, the rate is $80 per person for 1 hour prior to 5 p.m. 

After 5 p.m., the rate is $125 per person for 1 hour of bowl-

ing. The wait time will vary based on volume. Maximum of 

2 lanes per group. Maximum of 8 bowlers per lane. Restric-

tions may apply for the duration of Priority Bowling.

New Discover Disney Ticket 
for Florida Residents
There is something new for everyone at Walt Disney 

World Resort in 2013. With the new Discover Disney 

ticket, Florida residents have even more reason to experi-

ence more magic than ever before.

The Discover Disney ticket offers Florida residents three 

days of theme park-going fun for $119 (plus tax) for adults 

and children ages three and up. Or, add an extra day for only 

$10 more (plus tax). Add access to the Disney Water Parks 

with the 3-or-4 day special offering for just $28.50 (plus tax). 

The Water Park Fun & More option gets you 3 or 4 days ad-

mission to Disney’s Typhoon Lagoon Water Park or Disney’s 

Blizzard Beach Water Park through June 7, 2013. Here’s just a 

snapshot of what’s new: 

Magic Kingdom: Two new castles in the Magic King-

dom, joining the beloved Cinderella Castle, help anchor New 

Fantasyland. Bringing to life the Disney hit movies The Little 

Mermaid and Beauty and the Beast, Prince Eric and Beast have 

palaces.

Epcot: A celebration of African American history debuts 

in late winter with the Bernard and Shirley Kinsey Collec-

tion in the American Adventure Pavilion.

Monsieur Paul restaurant 

welcomes Guests to the 

France pavilion in the World 

Showcase, featuring a new 

menu celebrating the authen-

tic taste of French cuisine.

Disney’s Hollywood Stu-

dios: See if you’ve got what 

it takes to be a buccaneer. 

Pirates of the Caribbean: The 

Legend of Captain Jack Spar-

row is a new experience now 

on view at Disney’s Hollywood 

Studios.

Guests will enjoy a 2013 

filled with Limited Time Mag-

ic from limited-release mer-

chandise, dance parties, and experiences that could last a 

day or a week.

The 3-day Discover Disney ticket is available to Florida 

residents for purchase from January 5-June 3, 2013 for any 

of the Walt Disney World theme parks, excluding block-out 

dates, for $119 (plus tax) for adults and children ages three 

and up. The four-day ticket costs just $129 (plus tax). (Limited 

one park per day, some exclusions apply, proof of Florida 

residency required).

Photos ©Disney
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Disney News

Photos ©Disney

20th Epcot International 
Flower & Garden Festival 
Debuts Illuminated Blooms 
and ‘Garden Marketplace’  
Dining
Disney festival planners will boost floral fun and plant 

power to a whole new level during the 20th Epcot In-

ternational Flower & Garden Festival presented by HGTV 

March 6-May 19, 2013 at Walt Disney World Resort.

Whimsical Disney topiary spectacles and sweeping gar-

den landscapes set the colorful scene this year for new fes-

tival additions that include food-and-beverage Garden Mar-

ketplaces, a circus-like “Land of Oz” play area and nighttime 

illuminated gardens.

Debuting This Year:

Garden Marketplace Culinary Creations ranging 

from smokehouse barbecue and shrimp with grits and 

Zellwood corn to sweet “frushi” made with fresh fruits 

and coconut rice. Chefs are perfecting menus for market-

places that will include Florida Fresh at World Showcase 

Promenade, Smokehouse Barbecue and Brew at American 

Adventure courtyard, Primavera Kitchen at Italy showcase, 

Hanami at Japan showcase and eight others.  

Garden Marketplace Refreshing Libations with a 

kick like Hot Sun Tomato Wine from Florida Orange Groves 

Winery and Dole Whip with Spiced Rum, as well as non-al-

coholic drinks like Frozen Desert Violet Lemonade and Wild 

Berry Slush.  Beverage specialists will feature brews and 

beverages at food marketplaces and at Fruits by the Glass 

and Pineapple Promenade. 

A New, Circus-like “Land of Oz” Play Area based on the 

Disney fantastical film adventure Oz: The Great and Powerful 

to be released March 8, 2013. The interactive children’s play 

zone will feature play systems adorned with giant flowers 

and designed to stretch kids’ imaginations and muscles. 

Midway-style games, red-and-white circus-themed tents 

and the “Oz Movie Garden” of intriguing plants will capture 

the spirit of the upcoming film.  Also on tap: photo oppor-

tunities and the “great and powerful Oz’s” crashed hot-air 

balloon. 

Larger-than-life Fab Five Disney Character Topiary.  

Floral versions of Mickey Mouse, Minnie Mouse, Goofy, Pluto 

and Donald Duck (with Daisy Duck in a cameo) star in a cel-

ebratory cookout scene in living topiary color. The 14-foot-

tall Goofy topiary will bobble an anniversary cake while 

Donald and Daisy play badminton, Mickey fires up the grill, 

Pluto swipes a link of hot dogs and Minnie chills out on a 

colorful blanket of blossoms.  

Illuminated Gardens in the park’s Future World and 

World Showcase will twinkle and glow over the festival’s 

world-famous Disney gardens and topiaries each festival 

evening. 

Throughout the 75-day garden party, Guests will discover 

festival surprises around every corner including new topi-

ary triumphs, a butterfly bounty, whimsical children’s play 

areas, HGTV celebrity designers, daily hands-on gardening 

seminars and a Festival Center packed with events that of-

fer innovative ideas, gardening know-how and design tips.  

Weekends, top Flower Power rockers of the 1960s and ’70s 

will perform.
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Every Friday through Sunday, HGTV design celebrities will 

host Festival Center seminars.  During opening weekend, 

March 8-10, Chris Lambton of “Going Yard” will appear; other 

designers scheduled to take the stage include David Broms-

tad of “Color Splash” and Meg Caswell of “Meg’s Great Rooms.”

More Festival Highlights Include:

“Monsters University” topiary:  Floral representations 

of Mike and Sully from the hit Disney-Pixar film Monsters, Inc. 

and stars of Disney-Pixar’s June 2013 release, Monsters Univer-

sity, will join the festivities as new topiary family members.  

On the Future World Walkway

Phineas and Ferb topiary:  The popular Disney Channel 

animated celebs limit their shenanigans to go green for a 

family photo-op.  Behind Spaceship Earth

“Radiator Springs” interactive play zone:  Race car 

Lightning McQueen and tow truck “Mater” of the Disney-

Pixar film Cars 2 will be the well-maintained topiary stars of 

this play area.  On the Test Track Walkway

Flower Power Firsts:  1970s top disco band The Village 

People (April 19-21) and 1960s singer-songwriter Tommy Roe 

(May 3-5) bring on the Flower Power beat when they take 

the concert stage.  At America Gardens Theatre

Tinker Bell’s Butterfly House: Eight fanciful fairy topi-

aries of Pixie Hollow, including Tinker Bell, Fawn, Vidia and 

Terrence, take over the Butterfly House this year where 

hundreds of colorful winged beauties flit to life.  On the 

Imagination Walkway

In all, more than 100 topiaries, 240 floating mini-gardens, 

dozens of flower towers and sweeping beds of multi-col-

ored blooms will add floral splendor to the park landscape. 

Speaking of “flower power,” the Flower Power concert series 

kicks off March 8-10 with Micky Dolenz (“I’m a Believer”)  and 

continues each weekend with pop favorites including:

March 15-17: Chubby Checker & The Wildcats

March 22-24: The Guess Who

March 29-31: Nelson

April 5-7:  The Turtles featuring Flo & Eddie

April 12-14: Paul Revere & the Raiders

April 19-21: The Village People (new!)

April 26-28:  The Orchestra, Featuring Former Members 

of ELO and ELO II

May 3-5: Tommy Roe (new!)

May 10-12: Herman’s Hermits starring Peter Noone

May 17-19: Starship starring Mickey Thomas.

For more information about the 20th Epcot Internation-

al Flower & Garden Festival, call 407/W-DISNEY (934-7639) or 

visit www.EpcotinSpring.com.  The festival, including all 

gardening programs and exhibits, is included in regular Ep-

cot admission.
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Welcome to MouseViews, a special section of 

Celebrations Magazine where you’ll get an insider’s 

peek at the Walt Disney World Resort. In every issue we’ll 

bring you a treasure trove of tips, secrets, magical moments, 

special insights, little known facts and a whole lot more! 

Whether it’s a different look at a familiar attraction, a 

hidden secret waiting to be discovered, or a helpful piece of 

advice for your upcoming trip, you’re sure to find lots of  

fun-filled information inside. 

So put on your Mickey ears, set your imagination free, and 

get ready to discover all of those things that make Walt 

Disney World the most magical place on Earth.

Ready? Then here we go...!

15 · Celebrations
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Tim Foster is the author of 
the Guide to the Magic book 
series, which includes the Guide 
to the Magic for Kids, the Lost 
Journals, and the Guide to the 
Magic Autograph & Sticker 
Book. Tim is also the creator of 
the www.guidetothemagic.com 
website.

by Tim Foster

It’s not a problem. It’s an opportunity!” This classic piece of business advice has 

been repeated countless times throughout the years. Even though it sounds 

slightly more professional than “when life gives you lemons, you make lemonade,” 

the idea is the same. Sometimes things don’t go quite as planned; mistakes are 

made, accidents happen, or the unexpected occurs. That often means bad news, but 

if you’re savvy enough to see past the immediate situation, you may just see the 

silver lining in that cloud, and you can turn a misstep into the best thing that ever 

happened to you.

At Disney, a company based on imagination and creativity, you would expect these 

types of situations to happen all the time, and they definitely do. Everyone from 

Imagineers to animators and even Walt Disney himself has experienced these “near-

disaster” moments, yet were able to turn them into crowning achievements. Mickey 

Mouse himself was born out of such a circumstance. Walt Disney’s life had been shat-

tered on a trip to New York, where he fully expected a new contract from Universal 

for his successful Oswald the Lucky Rabbit cartoons. Instead, he quickly learned that 

no new contract was coming, that if anything he had to take a pay cut, and worst of 

all, the majority of his animators had been hired away and he had lost all rights to 

his most famous character. A rough day indeed! Faced with such devastating news, 

most folks would probably have admitted defeat and acquiesced or simply quit. But 

for Walt, the train ride home gave him time to think. If he couldn’t have the character 

he made famous, he’d simply make a new one. And with the lessons he’d just learned, 

he’d approach things differently next time. (You can bet that from now on he would 

make sure he owned all the rights to his characters!) What followed were probably 

the most important series of sketches ever scribbled in cinematic history, and Mickey 

Mouse was born.

Disneyland and Walt Disney World owe their existence to another “problem.” From 

the early success of Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs and the expansion of the Disney 

Studios to the chaos of World War II and the devastating worker’s strike shortly there-

after, Disney’s life was a roller coaster of lofty successes and devastating blows. Stress 

was an everyday given, making it that much harder to maintain a life as a devoted 

family man to his wife Lillian and daughters Diane and Sharon. But devoted he was, 

and one of his pleasures was spending Saturdays or Sundays with his children, “Dad-

dy’s Day” as he liked to call them. He would take them to Griffith Park in Los Angeles 

where they would ride the carrousel, and he would watch from a nearby bench with 

fatherly fondness. Yet somehow this wasn’t quite enough. This was a time for all of 

them to share, and that was hard to do while he sat on the sidelines watching them 

play. He often wished that there was a place to take his children so that they could all 

play together, a place where they could be together as a family and enjoy the day as 

one. But instead of lamenting the fact that such a place didn’t exist, Walt decided to 

create one himself. Thus the seeds of a Disney park were planted, leading of course to 

Disneyland and eventually to Walt Disney World. (You can see the bench that Walt sat 

upon on display in the Walt Disney Family Museum in San Francisco, shown opposite.)

Speaking of Walt Disney World, some of the things we take for granted owe their 

existence to unforeseen circumstances that required innovative solutions. For ex-
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ample, over at the Haunted Man-

sion, one of the most memorable 

scenes from the attraction is the 

stretching room near the begin-

ning. Not only does the scene set 

the stage for what’s to come, but 

it also provides a chilling intro-

duction to your Ghost Host (“This 

chamber has no windows and 

no doors. Which offers you this 

chilling challenge: to find... a way 

OUT! Of course, there’s always…

my way.”) Here’s a tip, stand under 

the picture of the lady with the 

pink parasol to be one of the first 

to exit into the loading area (or, if 

you want a spooky surprise, stay 

behind until everyone is gone 

and listen closely…). It’s a scene you’ll never forget, but what 

was the story behind it? Whose idea was it to have the room 

stretch, and why does it do so? For the answer, we have to go 

over to Disneyland, where the original version of the attrac-

tion opened in 1969. When designing the attraction, Imagi-

neers were immediately struck with a logistical problem. 

How would they get Guests from the entrance over to the 

main attraction building? The problem was that the railroad 

ran right through the area that the path would normally 

take. Relocating the railroad was out of the question, so what 

if they built a bridge over the tracks? That was a possibility, 

but would have made for quite an imposing structure, and 

doing so would introduce the problem of how to get Guests 

back down to ground level. In the end, it was decided that it 

would make more sense to have Guests walk through a tun-

nel underneath the tracks, and from there board their Doom 

Buggies in the main attraction building. A great solution, but 

that still left the challenge of how to get Guests down into 

the tunnel in the first place. An escalator? An elevator? Why 

not make it part of the attraction? That’s when the con-

cept of the stretching room came alive (so to speak). Guests 

would enter the room, which was actually a giant elevator, 

and would slowly be lowered to the tunnel level. The jour-

ney would be disguised by a clever illusion, that of the room 

stretching. So that answers the eternal question, is the ceil-

ing rising or is the floor sinking? It’s the floor that’s sinking, 

and from there Guests journey through a short tunnel under 

the railroad tracks and into the loading area. 

When the Magic Kingdom was built in Walt Disney World, 

the Haunted Mansion, complete with its signature stretch-

ing room, was slated as an opening day attraction. Since 

there was more room to deal with in Florida, the Haunted 

Mansion didn’t face the problems of having a railroad track 

blocking access to the main attraction building, negating the 

need to have Guests lowered underground. However, the ef-

fect was so memorable it was decided that you just couldn’t 

have a Haunted Mansion without it, so the stretching room 

stayed. But that did change was the answer to the question 

of how the room was stretching. In the Florida version, the 

ceiling is rising.

By the way, the Disneyland version is home to another 

example of a potential disaster being turned into a positive 

element. As you may know, the effect of the ghosts dancing 

in the ballroom is achieved through the use of reflections 

off giant panes of glass that are situated between you and 

the scenery below. It seems that several years ago there was 

a mishap that resulted in a hole being made in one of the 

pieces of glass (rumors involving an unruly Guest and a gun 

persist, though details vary in the telling of the tale). Fortu-

nately the glass wasn’t shattered. Unfortunately, replacing it 

meant dismantling the entire room (these are HUGE panes 

of glass!). Rather than dealing with a lengthy and costly refur-

bishment, Imagineers came up with a cost-effective idea. The 

simply placed a cobweb over the hole to disguise it, which you 

can see to this day. 

An accident? No, an opportunity! Whether the ghosts 

agree or not is unclear.
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Walt Disney World is all about story and details, and in past articles, I’ve intro-

duced you to many of those throughout the Disney parks and resorts. We’ve 

looked to see how real history has come to life, how childhood stories have been 

retold on a three-dimensional stage, and have peeled back some of the many layers 

of the onion to reveal the incredible attention to detail and storytelling that the 

Imagineers have woven into the very fabric of everything we see and experience. 

Along the way, we’ve been introduced to some of the many remarkable people who 

have helped make that happen, from Legends to Imagineers, and all those people 

that continue to make magic every day. 

But now I want to look at where it really all began – not with a mouse, but with 

a man. So I invite you to join me on a quest to find Walt, as we seek out and discuss 

tributes to Walt Disney, the MAN, in Walt Disney World.

We all have love and respect for Walt Disney, but of course most people who come 

to the parks may not have been alive to see Walt on TV, and believe it or not, some 

people actually think of him as a fictional character. In fact, the Walt Disney Family 

Museum in San Francisco, California was partially inspired by the fact that many 

people still believe that Walt Disney was a fictional character for a corporate brand, 

like Betty Crocker, as opposed to being a real person.  

But Disney continues to bring Walt Disney into the parks in tribute, in physical 

form or subtle reference. Here are a few of my favorites in the Magic Kingdom:

1.  All of Main Street, U.S.A. While not based on specific locales or details, Main 

Street, U.S.A. is loosely modeled upon Walt Disney’s idealized childhood memories 

of growing up in Marceline, Missouri, where he spent many years as a young boy. 

And while it’s not a completely accurate depiction of his boyhood hometown, it is 

a fanciful version of a turn of the century, small town Main Street, with the simple 

buildings along Marceline’s main thoroughfare, Kansas Avenue, influencing some 

of the architectural elements of Walt Disney World’s Main Street.

2.  The Walt Disney World Railroad (and Station) Walt Disney was a big railroad 

fan, going so far as to have built a 1/8 scale model called the Carolwood Pacific in 

his backyard at his home in the Holmby Hills section of Los Angeles. On the Walt 

Disney World Railroad, the No. 1 locomotive on the line, The Walter E. Disney, is a 

red steam engine built by Baldwin Locomotive Works in 1925, and was formerly 

Engine No. 274 of the United Railways of Yucatan. Throughout the station, signs, 

photographs, and memorabilia pay tribute to Walt and his love of trains. (Be sure 

and look closely at the Train Bulletin and the names of the destinations! You may 

even find references to some Disney artists and movies!)

3.  Walt’s Windows on Main Street, U.S.A. Beyond their decorative appeal, the win-

dows on Main Street, U.S.A. act as a series of “movie credits” for the show in which 

we take part. The first window we see as we enter the Magic Kingdom, located 

above the Railroad Station, reads: “Railroad Office, Keeping Dreams on Track. Wal-

ter E. Disney, Chief Engineer.” It is the first we see as we walk in, and Walt’s name 

is also the last we see as we leave the park. Over the Ice Cream Parlor, another 

window bears Walt’s name and reads: “Graduate School Of Design & Master Plan-

ning Walter E. Disney.” The window overlooks Cinderella Castle and also honors 

many Imagineers who were instrumental in bringing Walt Disney World to life, 

Finding Walt...in Walt Disney World
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such as Richard Irvine, John Hench, and Marvin Davis. The 

third window that bears his name isn’t a window at all, 

it’s a door located next to Disney Clothiers. It honors all of 

the current and former Cast Members and was installed 

in 2005. It reads: “Magic Kingdom Casting Agency – Found-

er and Director Emeritus, Walt Disney. It takes People to 

Make the Dream a Reality.”

4.  Partners Statue Everyone is familiar with the iconic 

statue of Walt Disney and Mickey Mouse in the Magic 

Kingdom’s hub (who hasn’t had their picture taken 

there?). What many folks don’t realize however is that the 

statue depicts Walt in his 1954 prime. It was sculpted by 

Disney Legend Blaine Gibson and features many subtle 

references to Walt’s personal life, including his Smoke 

Tree Ranch tie tack, the Irish Claddagh wedding ring on 

his right hand (that he and his wife both wore), and a 

quote which reads: “We believe in our idea: A family park 

where parents and children could have fun – together.”

5.  Cinderella Castle The castle may have been built for a 

princess, but an apartment for the Disney family was orig-

inally planned for inclusion in the upper floors. However, 

when Walt passed away (before the Magic Kingdom was 

complete), the apartment project was abandoned and 

never finished. Over the years, it has been used for storage, 

a telephone switchboard, and a Cast Member dressing 

room. In 2006, this space was converted to the Cinderella 

Castle Suite, a stay in which was awarded to Guests who 

were randomly selected as part of Disney’s Year of a Mil-

lion Dreams celebration in 2007 and early 2008. 

6.  Who or What is a Kepple? In Liberty Square, there are 

multiple references to “Kepple,” but what does that mean? 

“Kepple” is a tribute to Walt Disney’s paternal grandfather, 

Kepple Disney. You can find references to him outside the 

Ye Olde Christmas Shoppe on a plaque that reads “Kepple 

1779” and in a Sorcerers of the Magic Kingdom window on 

a bag of grain with the words “Uncle Kepple and Sons.”

7.  Carousel of Progress Appropriately named “Walt Dis-

ney’s Carousel of Progress,” this attraction has Walt’s im-

print throughout, thanks to his hands-on influence dur-

ing the attraction’s creation. But you can also see (and 

hear!) Walt. Where? As you prepare to enter the theater, 

pay close attention to the monitors above, you can watch 

and hear Walt singing “There’s a Great, Big, Beautiful To-

morrow” at a piano with the Sherman Brothers. 

8.  Storybook Circus Storybook Circus celebrates the 1940s 

theme of the animated film, Dumbo, while also paying 

homage to Walt Disney himself. Carolwood Park Station 

on the Walt Disney World Railroad refers to Walt’s back-

yard railroad from his Holmby Hills home built in 1950. 

9.  The Hat One of my personal favorite references may 

be one of the most obscure and overlooked. While we 

all know that Tony’s Town Square Restaurant on Main 

Street, U.S.A. was inspired by the animated film Lady and 

the Tramp, do you know about its connection to Walt…and 

the Chapeau across the street? The hatbox that hangs 

outside the store pays tribute not just to Walt, but to his 

wife Lillian as well. When the two were first married, Walt 

gave his wife a gift of a little Chow puppy, presented to her 

inside a hatbox. The same image of the gifted dog pop-

ping out of a hatbox was used in Lady and the Tramp. Thus, 

the Chapeau sign connects the dots between the film and 

Walt, the man. 

There are many, many more tributes and references to 

Walt Disney scattered throughout the parks and the entire 

Walt Disney World Resort (including some extinct ones!). 

Think you can find them all? Let us know and stay tuned; 

we’ll explore more tributes to Walt in future issues of  

Celebrations!  
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When I think of Hollywood, the Boulevards of Disney’s Hollywood Studios ap-

pear in my mind. As I stroll these Boulevards with their street noises and 

Streetmosphere Players, I’m always on the lookout for new Hidden Images. Here are 

a few of the Hidden Mickeys along the Boulevards at the Studios.

1.  At the Rock ‘n’ Roller Coaster vehicle exit area, look for “Box #15” on the right side of 

the room with the photo ride images. The “o” in “Box” is a classic Mickey.

2.  In the front courtyard outside Rock ‘n’ Roller Coaster, check the outside wall mural 

for a boy wearing Mickey ears, black classic Mickeys on a light blue shirt, and a 

gold “bling” Mickey on a man’s necklace.

3.  Go to the inside exit of The Twilight Zone Tower of Terror. In the room below and 

behind the screens that show the photo ride images, look to the left to an open 

drawer in which gauges form a classic Mickey.

4.  On the left side of the last room as you exit the Tower of Terror (and before the 

gift shop), three distinct floor tiles form a classic Mickey. (It’s not proportioned 

correctly but it is clearly purposeful). 

5.  At the four street corners of Sunset Boulevard, you’ll find small impressions in 

the cement sidewalks, near the curb. They read “Mortimer & Co, 1928, Contractors.” 

Mortimer Mouse was Mickey Mouse’s first (and soon discarded) name, and 1928 

was the year he was “born.”

6.  Outside and above the Keystone Clothiers shop on Hollywood Boulevard, a Ko-

dak billboard shows a girl bending forward and partially covering Mickey Mouse’s 

handprints impressed in cement. You can spot “u s e” in the cement behind her 

shoulder, the last letters of Mickey Mouse imprinted in the cement.

7.  At Peevy’s Polar Pipeline drink service, behind Keystone Clothiers, gauges or regula-

tors form a classic Mickey, especially when viewed from behind.

8.  Inside the Mickeys’s of Hollywood store, “MICKEYS” is spelled out on four vertical 

dividers (two on each side of the store) that separate sections of the store.

9.  Inside Mickey’s of Hollywood, classic Mickey holes are drilled in some of the store’s 

metal support poles. (Look for these Mickey holes in merchandise poles in stores 

throughout Disney property).

10.  On the outside of the Cover Story store, you’ll find a design containing classic 

Mickeys in a horizontal frieze on the outside walls. Look below the second-floor 

windows.

Hidden Mickeys in  
the Hollywood Studios Boulevards

Photos ©Steve Barrett
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One of the things that I get asked a lot of times is “why are most of my photos 

blurry?” Some of the reasons for blurry photos, to name a few, are slow shut-

ter speed with moving subjects, poor auto-focus, and camera-shake. Camera-shake 

causes blurry photos because the camera itself is moving as the shutter is open 

and capturing the image. It is also the easiest problem to correct; I have preached 

frequently about the use of tripods, railings, trash cans, and the like to help keep the 

camera still and stable while making a photo. 

Although there are other technical reasons for blurry photos, another common 

culprit is simply how the camera is being held. Held? That’s right! It’s not something 

you may have considered, but it can have a lot to do with the final quality of your 

picture. In fact, I have found that when I ask someone who’s having blurry photo is-

sues how they hold his or her camera, I usually get a funny look, as if to say “what has 

that got to do with anything?” However, the art of taking great photos begins with 

how the camera is gripped, and with the photographer’s picture taking technique.

If you were taking golf lessons, one of the first things you would be taught would 

be how to hold the golf club. In fact, “the grip” is probably the most important factor 

in a golfer’s swing, and teaching professionals spend huge amounts of time on how 

to hold the club and position your feet. The same holds true for many sports or ac-

tivities: baseball, hockey, tennis, or even playing a musical instrument. Photography 

is no different; there is a correct way and a wrong way to hold your camera. It can 

often make the difference between a nice, sharp photo and one that is out of focus 

and destined for the recycle bin. Similarly, your posture and stance are also impor-

tant. How you stand and how you hold your camera will also have an effect on your 

results, and in the way others react when you’re taking photos of them. If you car-

ry yourself and your equipment properly, people that you are photographing will 

know that you are experienced and competent. If you hold your camera incorrectly, 

or appear sloppy in your posture, your subjects may see that and react accordingly.

The proper way to hold a camera (digital SLR, point and shoot, or sometimes even 

a cell phone) is with your right hand on the frame (grip) and your left hand under the 

lens barrel, palm upward. Your left hand serves as a stable platform on which your 

camera rests. You don’t want to have your left hand on top of the lens barrel (or on 

the side of the barrel either) with your palm down because it is a recipe for disaster. 

Since you have to fight the effects of gravity pulling the lens downward, you are not as 

stable as you would be with your hand underneath the lens. Worst of all, you are much 

more likely to have your camera knocked from your hand if someone bumps into you. 

In summary, you don’t want to be holding the left side of the camera body while your 

right hand is on the right side of the body, as your lens will then be unsupported, and 

will tend to drift all over the place, especially downward, due to gravity.

This grip also works with point and shoot cameras, especially ones in which the 
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lens extends from the camera body. If necessary, use your 

thumb and forefinger to make a “c-clamp” around the lens 

barrel or place your hand across the entire bottom of the 

frame. I suggested using this grip technique to someone at 

Walt Disney World who was using an “over the lens” grip and 

her initial reaction was that holding the lens under the bar-

rel felt awkward. I responded “that’s because you’re doing it 

right!” I encouraged her to practice with this new grip and it 

soon became more natural for her.

I had an interesting discussion with an employee of the 

Sony Store in the Jersey Store Premium Outlets about this 

very subject. I was interested in purchasing the Sony 18-

200mm f/3.5-6.3 lens for my brand new Nex-6 mirrorless 

camera and went to the store to try it out and see if I liked 

it before purchasing. The person I spoke with told me that a 

lot of customers didn’t like the lens because they said it “drift-

ed downward.” At first, I thought he was referring to what 

is known as “lens creep”, in which the lens extends itself due 

to the weight of the interior elements as the lens is point-

ing downward. He then elaborated and said that people 

complained that the lens would drift downward as it was up 

on target; I asked him to show me how people were holding 

their cameras and, you guessed it, left hand above the lens. 

Problem solved!

How you press the shutter button is equally as crucial as 

how you hold the camera. As is the case with most cameras, 

you half-press the shutter button to lock in the focus and 

exposure. When pressing the shutter button the rest of the 

way to take the picture, be sure to very smoothly and softly 

press the shutter button, almost to the point that you feel 

surprised that the shutter activates. 

It is very helpful, particularly with slower shutter speeds, 

to take a deep breath and hold it as you press the shutter 

button, then exhale. This helps to minimize movement and 

reduce camera shake. Remember, we are trying to take out 

or minimize all of the moving parts in the equation.

Your stance is just as important as your grip. Stand with 

your feet approximately should-width apart, with your left 

foot slightly in front of your right foot. This is similar to the 

classic “athlete’s stance” or “fighter’s stance” and it will help 

keep your balanced which will lead to better, sharper photos. 

Bend your knees very slightly to lower your center of gravity 

and to gain additional stability. 

As you compose the shot and prepare to take the photo, 

your elbows should be tucked in against your body, which 

will give you even more stability. Holding the lens at the bot-

tom will almost force your left elbow to rest against your left 

side, which is what you want. The more points of contact you 

have with your body, the stronger your base will be and the 

more stable you will become. Again, this helps to minimize 

movement and reduce camera shake and gives you some 

added protection against dropping your camera. There is 

also a tendency, especially when holding the camera over the 

lens or off to side, to have your left elbow sticking out parallel 

to the ground. This is not a good thing as it leaves you vulner-

able to people bumping into you and causing you to lose your 

shot or, even worse, dropping your camera. 

Obviously some of these tips will not apply to using cell 

phone cameras, but you should be able to use some of these 

techniques when using your cell phone. It is sometime dif-

ficult to use “proper” technique with a cell phone because of 

their inherent design. But trying to hold your phone with 

something better than a one-hand “spray and pray” motion 

will absolutely help you reduce camera shake.

Hopefully this tutorial will give you some instant success 

with your picture taking. As with all things photography, 

there will be a time to deviate from this and some people 

will even develop their own styles. Start by learning the ba-

sics and find something that works for you. Keep practicing 

and make sure you never stop having fun!
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Blaine Gibson, a name familiar with many Disney fans, was named a Disney 

Legend in 1993 to honor his lifetime work for the Walt Disney Company. From 

1939 to 1983, his contributions included feature film animation, and his passion for 

sculpting led to his involvement with Walt Disney Imagineering, where he created 

sculptures that were used as the basis for President Lincoln in Great Moments with 

Mr. Lincoln at the 1964 New York World’s Fair. His sculpting further contributed to 

the Audio-Animatronic characters in The Pirates of the Caribbean and The Hall of 

Presidents attractions. After retirement, he returned to the Disney Company to 

create his crowning achievement, the Partners statue at both Disneyland and the 

Magic Kingdom in Walt Disney World.

Gibson, who hails from Rocky Ford, Colorado, wasn’t formally trained in the arts, 

but had a natural instinct for shape and form and a keen sketching ability. He was 

enrolled at Colorado University but hadn’t yet taken any formal art classes. The 

Walt Disney Company was flying high on the heels of the smashing success of Snow 

White and the Seven Dwarfs, and in early 1939, Gibson’s mother suggested he send 

some of his sketches to Disney. The Disney animation application included strict 

instructions. Recalled Blaine, “specifically it had to be on regular typing paper. It had 

to be in HB lead pencil, and it could not be shaded, it had to be just line. Well, when 

you’re doing animation, the linear work is how they can tell whether you can (line) 

draw. When you start shading in, that kind of fakes it. When you can draw you can 

do things that look like they’re in three dimension without it being shaded. So I 

tried to comply as closely as I could to all of their orders.” Gibson’s work impressed 

Disney animators and he was hired in the spring of 1939.

He rose in ranks in the animation department, beginning as an in-between artist 

and assistant animator. His list of credits eventually included Fantasia, Bambi, Alice 

in Wonderland and Peter Pan. Gibson was quite content with being an animator 

for Disney, and he sought to establish himself as one of the premier artists at the 

Studio. However, it was his youthful passion that redirected his Disney career. In ad-

dition to animation, Gibson had a lifelong interest and talent for sculpting. As a boy 

in Colorado, his first sculptures were made out of the mud and clay from the fam-

ily farm’s irrigation ditches, material that he fondly recalled as having the perfect 

consistency. While in California, he took evening classes in sculpture, honing and 

refining his technique. He would display his creations at work, and Walt became 

fascinated with them, seeing grand potential. At Walt’s personal request, Gibson 

was transferred to WED, the precursor to today’s Walt Disney Imagineering. “I didn’t 

think it was that important (of a job), but then I was told Walt was expecting me to 

work on these (sculpting) projects. So I said to myself, ‘what the heck’ and went to 

WED. I was never sorry after that.” 

Disneyland was in the early stages of development, and Walt foresaw sculptures 

and figures as a natural path to transition from the realm of two-dimensional 

films to a three-dimensional park. Gibson recalled Walt’s early fascination with his 

modeling projects for the park. “Walt used to come in all the time, sit down, and say, 

‘What are you up to, Blaine?’ He was always interested in everything we did. That’s 

what impressed the most about him, his enthusiasm.”

His early sculptures for Disneyland included the devils from Mr. Toad’s Wild Ride 
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and native Americans in the now extinct Indian Village in 

Frontierland, and the mermaids for the original Submarine 

Voyage. He also created small-scale sculptures called ma-

quettes, upon which larger characters would be created, as 

seen on the pneumatically driven Jungle Cruise animals.

He remained as an animator for Disney and a sculptor for 

WED, but fully transitioned to Imagineering in 1961 when 

he was tasked with leading the sculpture department of 

WED’s Design and Development Division. His rise in ranks 

matched Walt’s ambition for pushing the boundaries of 

entertainment. WED was involved in several attractions 

for the 1964 New York World’s Fair. For the State of Illinois, 

WED developed a life-size Audio-Animatronic (AA) version 

of Abraham Lincoln. Gibson was tasked with sculpting the 

face of the sixteenth president, which would serve as a 

model for the first human AA. To ensure as much authen-

ticity as possible, Gibson used a “life mask” the President had 

done in 1860. Disney’s Lincoln was made from mechanical 

parts, but his face was created from silicone rubber based 

on the sculpted bust.

Gibson’s work with Mr. Lincoln and his natural ability as 

a sculptor led him to be a key player in the creation of the 

Hall of Presidents at Walt Disney World. An opening day at-

traction in October 1971, this classic show has entertained 

Guests with its likeness of all our presidents. Gibson has per-

sonally sculpted every face save for our current Command-

er-in-Chief, President Obama.

Gibson played an instrumental role in two other classic 

attractions in both Anaheim and Orlando. The Pirates of 

the Caribbean and The Haunted Mansion feature dozens of 

AAs and ghoulish images, which originated first as sketches 

by renowned Disney artists such as Marc Davis. From these 

sketches, Gibson would develop maquettes to work out the 

dimensions before full-sized products 

were created. From the finished sculp-

tures, typically done in modeling clay, AA 

figures would be created. After Gibson 

provided the finished face sculpture, 

other Imagineers would fabricate the 

AA based off the bust. Clothing hides the 

inner mechanical workings of the devic-

es, but it’s the expressive face and body 

movements that give them life.

Guests in the Haunted Mansion glee-

fully admire Gibson’s signature work on 

the attraction, the hitchhiking ghosts, 

which were originally created as sculp-

tures. Davis’ sketches for Pirates played strongly on in-

stantly recognizable humor, and Gibson sought to expand 

on that, creating caricatures of pirates that still retained 

a sense of honesty. Gibson recalled Walt’s guidance for the 

pirates was to “keep them believable.” This neatly tied into 

Gibson’s guiding principle with all his work: “what we had 

to shoot for is the feeling that the sculpture could be alive. 

Sure, sculptures can be animated mechanically, but if they 

already have a spark of life inherent in their creation, they 

work a lot better in getting the viewer involved.”

Gibson retired from Disney in 1983, but returned for oc-

casional work, such as adding the likenesses of President 

Clinton and both Bushes to the Hall of Presidents. But it 

was a special commemoration for Walt and Mickey Mouse 

that allowed Gibson to create his most hallowed creation, 

the Partners statue, in the hub of both Disneyland and the 

Magic Kingdom.

Gibson was given the assignment of creating a statue of 

Walt Disney, to permanently honor him in the parks he cre-

ated. The statue features a simple pose of Walt and Mickey 

Mouse holding hands, beaming at the park Guests. Said Gib-

son, “I chose to depict Walt as he was in 1954. I think that was 

when Walt was in his prime. It was tough trying to match 

the media image of Walt Disney, the one the public knows, 

to the real Walt, the one we knew.” The Partners statue was 

unveiled at Disneyland in 1993, the same year Blaine Gibson 

was bestowed with the Disney Legends honor. 

Two years later, an identical Partners statue was placed 

at the hub of the Magic Kingdom in Walt Disney World. 

When asked about his creation, Gibson reflected that Walt 

was pointing down Main Street and saying to Mickey at his 

side, “Look at all the happy people who have come to visit us 

today.” 
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1900 Park Fare
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Have you ever wondered what it would be like to dine with Alice in Wonderland 

in the morning and Cinderella in the evening? Well wonder no more! You can 

do just that at one of my favorite restaurants, 1900 Park Fare, which features two 

spectacular Character Dining experiences. To start your day, you can enjoy a deli-

cious all-you-can-eat breakfast buffet with Alice from Alice in Wonderland, Mary Pop-

pins, and the Mad Hatter. Later, for a unique princess dining experience, come back 

to 1900 Park Fare for dinner with Cinderella, Prince Charming, Lady Tremaine, and 

those fun-loving step-sisters, Anastasia and Drizella. 

  1900 Park Fare is located at Disney’s Grand Floridian Resort & Spa, near the Mag-

ic Kingdom, and features a huge open space with a dance floor and buffet. Dance 

floor? Yes! You may get an opportunity to dance with Cinderella or Prince Charming 

during your dinner, just like in the movie! 

  Character Dining restaurants, like 1900 Park Fare, are one of the best ways to 

experience some once-in-a-lifetime memories with your favorite Disney Charac-

ters. The characters may meet you in the lobby for a picture before you enter the 

restaurant. Once you’re seated inside, the characters wander from table to table, 

spending time with each family signing autographs and taking pictures. These in-

timate encounters make for lasting memories, and I still remember the time I took 

my six month old daughter to 1900 Park Fare for her first visit. Alice came over to 

visit, and she spent much of her time just touching my daughter’s nose, which made 

her giggle again and again. To this day, even though my daughter is now seven, this 

remains one of my favorite Disney memories. The Character Dining restaurants are 

a perfect way to create these fun memories, without the lines of the theme parks. 

  The breakfast and dinner all-you-can-eat buffets at 1900 Park Fare are quite ex-

tensive. For breakfast, you can enjoy assorted breads, croissants, muffins, Danishes, 

sticky buns, and turnovers including toppings like cream cheese, jams, and jellies. 

1900 Park Fare also includes a cold and hot buffet. The cold buffet includes yogurt, 

fresh fruits, cottage cheese, strawberry soup, cereals, granola, and ambrosia. The 

hot buffet includes some chef favorites like create-your-own omelets and custom 

egg dishes. You can also select bacon, sausage links, scrambled eggs, white chocolate 

bread pudding with vanilla sauce, blueberry pancakes, corned beef hash, French 

toast, country biscuits, gravy, grits, and oatmeal. For the little or bigger kids, you can 

also find those fun Mickey Mouse-shaped waffles! 

  For dinner, come hungry. The dinner buffet will have you leaving 1900 Park Fare 

stuffed! The buffet starters include mixed greens, Caesar salad, broccoli slaw, Greek 

salad, ambrosia, tomato mozzarella salad, macaroni salad, and peel-and-eat shrimp. 

You can accompany your salad with select soups including cream of mushroom, 

tomato Florentine, or strawberry soup. The main dishes on the buffet include chef ’s 

freshly prepared pasta. One of the favorite pasta dishes is Shrimp and Asparagus 

Penne Alfredo. You can also savor prime rib, mojo marinated turkey, salmon with 

caper butter, curry chicken, apple chutney stuffed pork loin with apple glaze, Por-

tobello ravioli with pesto cream, mussels, salmon, chicken marsala, lasagna, Italian 

sausage with peppers, chorizo stuffed pork loin with BBQ, and egg rolls. The side 

dishes include sweet potato and red bliss mashed potatoes, gravy, carrot and broc-

coli medley, sautéed squash, and niblet corn. 

Photo ©Disney
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  For the kid’s buffet, the little characters can enjoy chick-

en nuggets, macaroni and cheese, mini hot dogs, pasta mar-

inara, peanut butter and jelly sandwiches, cheese pizza and 

fresh vegetables. For those after-dinner sweet treats, you 

can enjoy apple cobbler, bread pudding, brownies, key lime 

tarts, chocolate chip cookies, lemon cheesecake tart, and 

soft serve ice cream. The breakfast buffet is $22.36-26.62 per 

adult and $12.77-14.90 per child (3-9) including tax. The din-

ner buffet is $38.33-42.59 per adult and $19.16-21.29 per child 

(3-9) including tax. Gratuity is extra. Call 407-WDW-DINE to 

book either the breakfast or dinner at 1900 Park Fare. This 

is a popular restaurant and availability does book up early. 

  Here are two recipes from 1900 Park Fare, Chilled Straw-

berry Soup and Shrimp and Asparagus Penne Alfredo.

Strawberry Soup

Ingredients:

2 lb., 8 oz. strawberries (frozen variety, thawed with juice)

16 oz. heavy cream

2 oz. sour cream

3 oz. plain yogurt

8 oz. fresh strawberries

Instructions:

1. Mix first four ingredients.

2. Beat slowly until well mixed and a smooth consistency

3. Chill; shake well before serving.

4. Add fresh strawberries as garnish.

Shrimp and Asparagus Penne Alfredo

Ingredients:

1/2 pound asparagus spear – cut in 2” pieces

2 cloves garlic

2 teaspoons olive oil

1 quart heavy cream

1 pound shrimp

1/4 pound parmesan cheese -- grated

1 pinch nutmeg -- to taste

1 pinch white pepper -- ground, to taste

1 pinch salt -- to taste

1 pound penne pasta -- cooked and drained

Preparation:

1.  Blanch the asparagus in boiling water for 2 minutes. 

Drain and chill in cold water.

2.  In a large sauté pan, sauté the garlic in the olive oil until 

aroma develops.

3. Add the heavy cream and reduce to about 2 1/2 cups.

4.  Add the shrimp and allow them to cook through (about 

3 minutes).

5.  Add the blanched asparagus to the pan and allow to 

heat through.

6.  Add the Parmesan cheese and a pinch of nutmeg and 

pepper to the pan. Stir to melt the cheese.

7. Toss the pasta with the sauce.

8. Season to taste with nutmeg, pepper and nutmeg.

9.  Serve hot with additional grated Parmesan cheese on 

the side.
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What visit to Walt Disney World would be complete without some souvenirs? 

Yet souvenirs at Disney often don’t come cheap. From toys and Vinylmation 

to those classic mouse ears and clothing, Disney offers all sorts of ways to help you 

remember that special trip.

But there are a few ways you and your family can bring home a piece of the magic 

without feeling like you need to take out a bank loan. From pressed pennies and 

Duffy the Bear coloring cutouts to park maps and more, there are lots of free and/

or inexpensive items around the parks you can take home as souvenirs.

One of the things Guests like to collect are pressed pennies that have various 

Disney-related designs imprinted into them. I even have some of these in my cu-

rio cabinet from my first Disney World visit. There are hundreds of pressed penny 

(and pressed dime and quarter) machines all around Walt Disney World, each with 

a unique design. They can be found in the parks as well as the resorts. A pressed 

penny usually costs 51 cents, two quarters and the penny to be pressed. As new mov-

ies come out, Disney adds or changes out the designs on some of the machines to 

include new characters. Pressed quarters run $1.25 (five quarters). For just a few dol-

lars, you can start a new Disney collection. Disney even sells special books to hold 

and display pressed pennies.

Free Goodies

But there’s nothing better than a free souvenir, and there are quite a few you can 

find all around Walt Disney World. 

Many Guests collect park maps. They change every few months and often fea-

ture different covers. Lately, Disney has created special limited edition park maps 

for special occasions, such as the recent 40th anniversary celebration, or my prized 

possession, the first day Fantasyland was officially open. These maps are complete-

ly free and are a nice keepsake, especially if you get a character or two to sign them! 

Maps at the park entrances aren’t the only free maps you can get. Disney offers 

Guests the option to receive personalized free park maps online too. 

And for all you gamers out there, Disney recently unveiled a new experience at 

the Magic Kingdom called Sorcerers of the Magic Kingdom. This is a new interac-

tive card game Guests can play throughout the Magic Kingdom. Each day, Guests 

can visit the firehouse in Town Square or a location behind the Ye Olde Christmas 

Shoppe in Liberty Square to get a free pack of five playing cards, making it possible 

to build up a decent collection with just a few visits to the Magic Kingdom. Each 

card features a different Disney character. These cards have become very collect-

ible, with some cards being extremely rare and hard to find (if you get a card with a 

lightning bolt on it – hang onto it!!). Currently there are approximately70 numbered 

cards, though it’s suspected Disney will release additional cards sometime in the fu-

ture. With the huge popularity of Sorcerers of the Magic Kingdom, Guests can often 

be seen trading cards throughout the parks, so if you get duplicates of a particular 

card, you can probably find someone to trade with.

Speaking of free items, no matter where you are in Walt Disney World, there 

are Cast Members armed with little Mickey Mouse stickers, and hardly a day goes 

Souvenirs on the Cheap
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by that I don’t see a Cast Member offering a small Mickey 

Mouse sticker to a child. I have received quite a few myself 

over the years, and they always make me smile!

While we’re still in the Magic Kingdom, I wanted to men-

tion the Jack Sparrow Pirate Tutorial in Adventureland. If 

younger Guests are lucky enough to be chosen, they’ll get 

a special scroll signifying they have become a member of 

Jack Sparrow’s (sorry, that’s Captain Jack Sparrow’s) crew. 

Similarly, at the Jedi Training Academy at Disney Hollywood 

Studios, young padawans who complete their training will 

receive a certificate of their accomplishment.

Moving over to Epcot, kids have the opportunity to make 

their own unique souvenir at the various Kidcot stations all 

around World Showcase. In years past, kids could decorate 

their own mask attached to a flat stick. A few years ago, Dis-

ney swapped out the mask for a Duffy cutout that kids can 

color. In addition, Cast Members will stamp the stick with 

a special design representing that country. In some coun-

tries, Cast Members will write the child’s name in their lan-

guage. Again, this is completely free and it’s something kids 

enjoy doing. With eleven pavilions in World Showcase, this 

is something that might take a couple of days to complete. 

Older kids and adults who don’t prefer the Duffy cutout can 

purchase an Epcot passport set (it costs around $10), which 

includes a passport book, an Epcot button and some stick-

ers to put in the book. Like the Duffy cutouts, Cast Members 

will stamp the passport and write messages in each page 

of the passport. I’ve done this before and it’s a fun way to 

meet and talk with Cast Members from different countries 

and something I recommend. Also, many of the countries in 

World Showcase have special quizzes located in the various 

shops. If you can correctly answer the quizzes, you might 

just receive a special magical moment certificate.

Speaking of buttons, throughout the parks you’ll see 

Guests wearing different buttons to celebrate different 

events like birthdays and anniversaries. There are also 

general “I’m Celebrating” buttons you can get to celebrate 

anything, and they’re free! Just stop by Guest Relations or 

your resort concierge to get a button. By the way, even if 

your birthday or anniversary was a few weeks ago or a few 

weeks away, go ahead and get that birthday or anniversary 

button – it could lead to some surprise magic and it’s an-

other fun, free souvenir to take home.

Sometimes, but not always, Cast Members will make a 

little magic for younger Guests when you’re not expecting 

it. For instance, a Jungle Cruise skipper might allow a young 

Guest to serve as a junior skipper during the voyage through 

the temple and give the Guest a special Jungle Cruise skip-

per card. Or, a younger Guest completing their lap around 

the Tomorrowland Speedway might be presented with a 

special Speedway card. Finally, a monorail pilot, bus driver 

or boat captain might give a younger Guest a special Disney 

Transportation card. You never know when this might hap-

pen. It’s these extra little bits of magic that help make Dis-

ney such a special place.

In this digital age some free souvenirs are, well, digital in 

nature. There are a few places in Walt Disney World where 

you can send yourself (and your friends and family) a spe-

cial digital postcard. There’s a kiosk at the Advanced Train-

ing Lab in the Mission Space pavilion where you can send 

an electronic postcard from space. A similar kiosk inside In-

noventions also allows Guests to send electronic postcards. 

As part of the post show of the new Test Track, Guests can 

create a 15-second commercial featuring their car design 

that they can then email to themselves, family, and friends.

While some people may think that getting souvenirs at 

Walt Disney World is an expensive prospect (and it some-

times can be), collecting souvenirs doesn’t always require a 

lot of money. There are lots of free and inexpensive items 

all around Walt Disney World that you can take home to re-

member your visit to the most magical place on Earth!
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In the Magic Kingdom, Frontierland celebrates the American spirit, featuring 

characters from both folklore and real life. The details are amazing, and plenty of 

Disney secrets can be found along the way. Let’s examine some here, ranging from 

old to current, and even upcoming.

The Walt Disney Company’s heritage isn’t limited to feature animation. It has a 

proud lineup of television series and live-action movies to its name. From 1958 to 

1961, the Wonderful World of Disney featured a western-themed show named Texas 

John Slaughter, based on the life adventures of the Texas Ranger. While you’re tour-

ing Frontierland, you can browse for pins and other merchandise inside the Fron-

tier Trading Post, which is run by none other than, you guessed it, trail boss “Texas” 

John Slaughter.

You’ll also find tributes to another famous American icon in these parts, Davy 

Crockett himself! Crockett, originally from Tennessee, was well known as a politi-

cian, soldier, and frontiersman. His lore was greatly amplified with Walt Disney’s 

treatment of him in the Davy Crockett television series, which helped launch the Dis-

ney Company into a powerhouse in the new medium of television. Crockett’s coon-

skin cap became a national craze, with millions of kids across the country wearing 

their very own replicas. The accompanying theme song, “The Ballad of Davy Crock-

ett,” similarly became an overnight sensation. As you walk through Frontierland, 

keep an ear out for this memorable song, with its unforgettable jaunty bounce. You 

may also catch a glimpse of Donald Duck in his Frontierland outfit, featuring, ap-

propriately enough, a coonskin cap. 

But Frontierland isn’t just about historical American figures. Pecos Bill looms 

large as a folklore icon, rivaling John Henry and Paul Bunyan as a symbol of Ameri-

can enterprise and swagger. He’s a fictitious cowboy from the American southwest, 

and is famous for his ‘tall tale’ exploits such as lassoing a tornado. It’s fitting that 

many folks feel that the best burger to be found in all of Walt Disney World can 

be found at the Pecos Bill Tall Tale Inn and Cafe. Pecos Bill was featured in the 1948 

Disney animated package film Melody Time, and you’ll find the familiar figure of this 

larger-than-life cowboy, with his oversized ten gallon hat and golden locks of hair, 

featured prominently on the restaurant signage.

Another instantly recognizable site in Frontierland is the quaint red mill house on 

Tom Sawyer Island. The name emblazoned on the side reads Harper’s Mill, in honor 

of Disney Imagineer Harper Goff. His list of contributions to the Disney Company 

include the film 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea and work on various park attractions 

and lands including the Jungle Cruise and Main Street, U.S.A. If you’re adventurous 

enough to travel to Tom Sawyer Island, take a peek inside the mill for another Dis-

ney tribute. Inside Harper’s Mill is a large gear with a bird nest resting between two 

cogs, and a blue bird perched on her nest. This is identical to a scene from the 1937 

Silly Symphonies classic The Old Mill. This animated short features extensive use of 

the multi-plane camera, which would be utilized greatly on Disney’s first feature 

length animation, Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs.

Magic Kingdom Hidden Tributes:  
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One of the newest additions to the Magic Kingdom is 

Sorcerers of the Magic Kingdom, a virtual reality experi-

ence you can enjoy via several cleverly hidden video moni-

tors throughout the park, including some in Frontierland. 

One monitor, next to the Frontierland Shootin’ Arcade, is 

cleverly disguised as a ‘wanted’ poster, and includes other 

notices tacked to a 19th century-style bulletin board. One 

such notice is an advertisement for Uncle Kepple and Sons 

Feed and Farm Supply. A similar portal in Frontierland is in a 

storefront window, and the vid-

eo monitor’s dormant state dis-

plays a burlap bag emblazoned 

with the same name. This is in 

honor of Kepple Disney, Walt’s 

paternal grandfather.

While numerous Frontier-

land hidden secrets have been 

around for a while, there’s an-

other tribute that’s coming 

soon. Continuing the trend of 

interactive queues, Big Thunder 

Mountain Railroad is scheduled 

for a queue update, and Disney 

has shared some exciting sneak 

peeks of the upcoming addi-

tion. Fans of this rollicking roller 

coaster may be familiar with its 

back story, of how the Big Thun-

der Mining Company was exca-

vating for gold on sacred lands 

and angered the spirits within, causing the local town of 

Tumbleweed to be flooded. The new queue will tell us more 

about the Big Thunder Mining Company and its founder, 

Barnabas T. Bullion, a “mining magnate who comes from 

a powerful East Coast family and considers gold to be his 

very birthright by virtue of his oddly appropriate name.” 

In addition to his short bio, Disney has released a painting 

of the gold baron, who bears a striking resemblance to leg-

endary Disney Imagineer Tony Baxter. Baxter, the recently 

retired Senior Vice President of 

Creative Development for Walt 

Disney Imagineering (WDI), had 

a long and storied career with 

Disney, starting off as an ice 

cream scooper at Disneyland. 

Among his many accomplish-

ments was the development 

of Big Thunder Mountain, both 

in Disneyland (1979) and Walt 

Disney World (1980). Barnabas T. 

Bullion is a fitting tribute to the 

man who was vital in bringing 

the “wildest ride in the wilder-

ness” to life.

The next time you’re enjoying 

a step back in time to America’s 

past in Frontierland, be sure to 

explore some of Disney’s past as 

well, and see what other trea-

sures you can find.
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With all the chatter about the New Fantasyland, this would be a great time 

to take a look at an enduring Disneyland classic. Almost directly opposite of 

Sleeping Beauty Castle is a beautiful too-often-overlooked attraction – a miniature 

land that has endured and evolved over its lifetime as part of Disneyland. It’s not a 

quick loading attraction, so the lines may remain long, but for those looking to see 

some exquisite examples of Disney detail, there is truly no better place than the 

Storybook Land Canal Boats.

The hallmark of this land comes by way of a gigantic whale, which swallows 

peaceful boats whole. But Guests are lucky. This is an artistic interpretation of Mon-

stro from the classic film Pinocchio. Fortunately, they won’t have to smoke their way 

out of this whale. Guests can just sail right through the tail-less wonder and into a 

land where fairy tales come to life, in fairy tale scale.

The Storybook Land Canal Boats are an original, opening day, Disneyland at-

traction, though at that point, it was just a boat ride – and it only operated for two 

months. Like many new attractions, it was riddled with problems. The motors on 

the boats had a way of not cooperating with the drivers, which results in Cast Mem-

bers often pulling the boats through the attraction with ropes, by hand. This lead 

to its early nickname among the Cast Members and executives as “The Mud Bank 

Ride.” At that point the attraction closed until September of 1956. 

When it sprang to life again, the delightful miniature villages and sets that make 

the journey so magical now had been added, and it immediately became an endur-

ing classic. The attraction itself contained enough magic to bear repeating. In 1994, 

it became part of Disneyland Paris as well. Fans of Disney history may recognize 

Walt’s touch in this attraction. In this case, it’s not just the concept, but the literal 

touch of Walt. A bonsai tree near the entrance was planted by Walt himself! In con-

ceptual terms, there was a plan for a canal boat ride in the plans for a small park 

Walt was going to build across the street from the studios in Burbank, which never 

materialized. It holds true to the ‘Lilliputianland’ theme that was part of the origi-

nal (much grander) Disneyland plan. Inspired by Madurdam, a city of miniatures 

in the Netherlands that charmed Walt on a visit he took there, it was to be com-

pletely inhabited by miniature characters as well. Unfortunately, in the 1950s the 

kind of technology required for the would-be inhabitants of Storybook Land wasn’t 

available. While nearly anything is possible today, the painstakingly detailed scenes 

(sometimes accompanied by the sounds of characters singing or working) have 

taken on a distinctly nostalgic feel that evokes the imaginations of Guests, rather 

than providing a literal interpretation of characters.

Instead of filling the miniature landscapes with characters, the attraction allows 

Guests young and old to use their imagination to populate the landscape in their 

mind’s eye. Let’s take a walk through the attraction and see if it stirs the imagination.

Small Worlds

Guests embark at a loading dock, under a lighthouse (which was once the tick-

et booth for this D Ticket attraction), onto small, 15 passenger, open-air boats. The 

Storybook Land Canal Boats
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boats themselves set the stage for the tiny world Guests are 

about to journey into. Modeled after European boats, each 

boat has the name of a female Disney character, with the 

exception of Flower (the male skunk from the film Bambi). 

Guests face inward as they do on the Jungle Cruise (with 

which it shares water, thanks to some handy underground 

pipes), in contrast to the bench seating on attractions such 

as Pirates of the Caribbean and “it’s a small world.” This 

makes each boat seem like its own little community. Guests 

celebrating a special occasion, who are just the right size (or 

who ask nicely) can ride on the flat part of the boat with the 

costumed Cast Member who drives and will be the Guests’ 

guide for the next five minutes. 

After a short ride through lit archways often overgrow-

ing with ivy or jasmine, Guests glide into the mouth of Mon-

stro, and just as quickly glide out of danger’s way as they 

drift lazily through the opening and into the world of min-

iatures.

Once firmly entrenched in the world of Storybook Land, 

Guests glide past settings complete with miniature land-

scaping to fit each story, land, and scale. (Keep in mind that 

nearly every door, some of which are actually smaller than 

the thumb of most adults, actually work.)

Classic stories represented here include the cobblestone 

streets of Pinocchio’s village and Geppetto’s Shop, Toad Hall 

(from The Adventures of Ichabod and Mr. Toad), London Park 

from Peter Pan, the village from Cinderella (complete with a 

glittering gold-spired castle which is especially magical af-

ter dark), the cottage and mine of the Seven Dwarfs from 

Snow White, the homes of the Three Little Pigs, and the little 

English village (complete with rabbit hole) from the ani-

mated classic Alice in Wonderland. 

But it’s not all classic nostalgia. Recent additions include 

The Cave of Wonders and Sultan’s Palace from Aladdin, 

Prince Eric’s seaside castle and King Triton’s underwater 

castle (partly hidden by a waterfall) from The Little Mermaid, 

and rumor has it that Rapunzel’s tower from Tangled may 

appear in the next refurbishment. (It has already made its 

debut in the Disneyland Paris version of the attraction.)

There is a quilt grown into the hillside as well, complete 

with stitches. The guides usually mention that it’s a quilt 

sown by the giants but the only ‘giants’ invading this space 

are the occasional full-size live ducks that decide this is a 

peaceful place to float around.

While this may not seem like a headliner attraction, it’s 

definitely worth a visit. Disneyland’s Storybook Land Canal 

Boats is the only Disney attraction that includes being swal-

lowed by Monstro. In Disneyland Paris, Guests float through 

the gaping tiger’s mouth into The Cave of Wonders as their 

journey begins. This attraction is also a wonderful way to 

warm up to the other story-based attractions in Fanta-

syland. Many of today’s younger Guests won’t recognize 

Toad Hall. But perhaps after seeing Toad Hall aboard the 

Storybook Land Canal Boats, they’ll consider taking a ride 

through Mr. Toad’s Wild Ride right nearby. 

The best part of Storybook Land Canal Boats is the way it 

sparks the imagination. Details such as the six-inch doors, 

each fitted with quarter-inch hinges (so that Disney elec-

tricians can change light bulbs), allow Guests of all ages to 

wonder what it might be like to shrink down in size and 

peek in the window of Geppetto’s shop, or ride a miniature 

steed into Cinderella’s castle.

Though the attraction is especially magical at night, it can 

be a challenge to work into touring plans. This attraction is 

located right along the parade route, and often closes about 

an hour before parade times (though it reopens when pa-

rades pass). During fireworks, if the attraction is not closed, 

the Canal boats stop until the show ends. However, it’s well 

worth taking in the magic at night.

If you’re looking for a thrilling way to see the sights, board 

the Casey Jr. Circus Train right next door. Its elevated track 

offers a quick, though often obstructed, view of the min-

iatures from covered train cars. But if you can, don’t miss 

out on the chance to see these magical miniatures aboard a 

Storybook boat. It’s a classic that’s worth the wait.
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Eccentric meteorologist and world-renowned environ-

mentalist Bill Nye joins comic talk show host Ellen DeGe-

neres for an energy whirlwind through earth, water, space, 

and time. Ellen’s Energy Adventure is a story built around 

the fundamental properties of the universe; where every-

thing came from, and where everything is heading. Housed 

inside the pavilion known as the Universe of Energy, Bill 

and Ellen are your traveling companions as you trek your 

way across prehistoric swampy grasses, deep-sea dives, and 

outer-space orbits. 

The attraction, which is part show and part ride, provides 

information and knowledge in a fun and enjoyable for-

mat. This is nothing new to Disney, for Walt Disney always 

sought to teach as well as entertain. Through works such as 

True-Life Adventures (Disney’s Academy Award series of live-

action nature documentaries), Donald in Mathmagic Land (a 

29-minute film released in 1959 that became one of the most 

popular educational films released by Disney), and all of 

EPCOT Center, Walt always looked to educate with a twist. 

The Universe of Energy is no exception. Disney’s Imagineers 

originally built the pavilion with energy and all its subtop-

ics as the focus, going so far as to cover the roof with 80,000 

photovoltaic solar cells, which are used to partially power 

the theatre cars inside. The cells cover an area of two acres, 

and supply 70,000 watts of direct current to the show build-

ing (where it’s converted to alternating current), providing 

15% of the energy used in the attraction. The unique shape 

of the building was created to collect as much as sunlight as 

possible, and this objective even influenced the pavilion’s ul-

timate positioning in Epcot. This focus on energy was taken 

very seriously for the whole attraction, both inside and out.

The original show in the pavilion, sponsored by Exxon, 

featured the “traveling theater cars” still in use today, 

but had a more serious storyline in contrast to the cur-

rent show. Upon entering the pre-show area, Guests were 

treated to an eight-minute film by Czech film director Emil 

Radok. It was called “Kinetic Mosaic” and consisted of 100 

revolving prism-shaped flip screens, arranged in a twenty-

five wide by four high array. The screens were flipped using 

computers and had live-action motion pictures projected 

onto them. This allowed for a unique and interesting pre-

sentation that sometimes created a 3D effect for the audi-

ence. The film was followed by the song “Energy (You Make 

the World Go ‘Round).”

After the pre-show, Guests were seated in the theater 

cars and a hand-animated short film played depicting early 

life on Earth along with the creation of fossil fuels. This first 

room features three 70mm projection screens, each mea-

suring 157 feet wide and 32 feet high. After that, the theater 

cars began to move, taking Guests on a slow-moving prehis-

toric journey through the dinosaur diorama that still exists 

today in Ellen’s Energy Adventure. The diorama featured the 

sail-backed Edaphosaurus, a Brachiosaurus (long neck dino-

saur) family, a ferocious battle between the plate-backed 

Stegosaurus and the fearsome Tyrannosaurus Rex, a duck-

billed Trachodon beneath a waterfall, the Ornithomimus 

pack that could not help one of their own as it fell into a 

tar pit (these are the same dinos that today spit water at 

Guests in the Ellen ride), the Elasmosaurus that lunged to-

wards Guests (which now lunges at Ellen instead!), and the 

flying Pteranodon that sat near the volcano.

After departing the swampy diorama, Guests entered the 

EPCOT Energy Information Center (still seated comfortably 

in the moving theater cars), where they watched a twelve 

minute live-action film that discussed the current and fu-

ture innovations in energy usage and resources across the 

globe. After the conclusion of the film, the vehicles moved 

back into the original theater. Here, Guests enjoyed a two-

minute computer-animation film that had laser-like im-

ages that bounced off built-in physical mirrors within 

the theater arena. The film was accompanied by the song, 

“Universe of Energy.” The final projection screen wrapped 

around Guests, providing 220 degrees of imagery. By con-

trast, normal human vision is only 160 degrees, so it was 

(and is) quite an immersive experience!

Ellen Comes To Epcot

The Universe of Energy pavilion was refurbished on Sep-

tember 15th, 1996 to make way for a new attraction that 

starred Bill Nye “The Science Guy” and Ellen DeGeneres. El-

len’s Energy Adventure takes place within the framework 

of Ellen’s dream, as she finds herself as a contestant in an 

imaginary episode of Jeopardy! The new show included new 

films, new Audio-Animatronics, new actors, and a fun-filled 

game-show theme. The dinosaurs themselves were largely 

unchanged, though they were repainted with brighter col-

ors, and are of course now joined by an Audio-Animatronic 

Ellen Degeneres. A new upbeat musical score was also add-

ed. Other actors included in the updated attraction were 

Alex Trebek (the host of Jeopardy!), Johnny Gilbert (the origi-

nal Jeopardy! host), Michael Richards (Kramer from Seinfeld), 

and Jamie Lee Curtis (of Freaky Friday fame). The attraction 

whimsically explains where energy comes from, how it’s 

made, the history of making energy, and its future. The 



various energy resources shown in the course of the attrac-

tion include fossil fuels (such as petroleum, natural gas, and 

coal), solar energy, hydroelectric power, wind power, and 

nuclear. Ellen’s Energy Adventure has outlasted the original 

attraction at the pavilion, and is coming up on its seven-

teenth year of operation.

Ellen’s Energy Adventure at The Universe of Energy trans-

ports Guests to the past, present, and future of energy. It 

does so in an exciting and personal manner, combining 

education and humor (along with everyone’s favorite, the 

dinosaurs) to create a one-of-a-kind show that showcases 

the very best of Epcot. Let’s all remember that energy, you 

make the world go ‘round.

The Universe of Energy Fun Facts

•  Ellen DeGeneres, your comedic host, is also the voice of 

Dory from Finding Nemo.

•  Michael Richards (Kramer from Seinfeld) is seen as the cave-

man that discovers fire in one of the short live-action films. 

•  Johnny Gilbert (the original Jeopardy! host) is the voice that 

you hear say, “If you’d like to have your own energy night-

mare, place a self-addressed stamped envelope under your 

pillow, or, check us out on the web at www.energynight-

mare.game.”

•  You may have wanted to rush home to visit that web site, 

but alas, www.energynightmare.game is a fictional web-

site, to the dismay of many.

•  Johnny Gilbert then goes on to explain, “Some contestants 

on Jeopardy! will receive a year’s supply of energy. Energy, 

You Make The World Go ‘Round.” This is a tribute to the 

original attraction that featured a song of the same title.

•  The full show, from entering the pavilion to disembarking 

the theater cars, lasts 45 minutes, making it the longest at-

traction in all of Walt Disney World.

•  Like other Epcot pavilions, The Universe of Energy can be 

booked for group meetings, and other types of events. This 

pavilion is well-suited for these types of gatherings because 

of the large amount of space the building offers.

•  After the refurbishment, the original name of the new at-

traction was Ellen’s Energy Crisis, but was quickly changed 

to Ellen’s Energy Adventure.

•  As part of the refurbishment, the outside colors of the at-

traction were painted pastel rainbow colors. Later, in 2008, 

the pavilion was repainted back to its original colors.
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In 2001, Pixar had just moved into its new facility in Em-

eryville, California, and was celebrating its 15th anniver-

sary when it released its fourth feature film, Monsters, Inc. 

Coming on the heels of Toy Story, A Bug’s Life, and Toy Story 2, 

Monsters, Inc. solidified Pixar’s growing reputation for creat-

ing wildly imaginative films that owed just as much to mas-

terful storytelling as they did to dazzling, ground-breaking 

visuals.  

The concept for the film grew out of early story sessions 

for Toy Story. As everyone involved confided in believing that 

they always thought their toys came to life, director Pete 

Docter hit upon the idea of creating a movie based on a sim-

ilar childhood belief, that of monsters hiding in the closet. 

What if they were real? Why were the monsters there? Did 

they have a whole other separate life? What would their 

world be like? The story went through several changes in 

its early development, but always focused on the idea of the 

monsters living in their own world. The original concept fo-

cused on a 30-year-old man who, as a child, drew pictures 

of the monsters that would visit him. As an adult, the mon-

sters were coming back to bother him. The man realized 

that each monster represented a specific fear he had, and 

if he conquered those fears he could make the monsters 

disappear.

The next version of the script was that of a buddy story 

between a monster and a child, and was at this point simply 

called Monsters. Although the monster protagonist in this 

version bore a physical resemblance to the Sulley we know 

and love, he was originally named Johnson, and instead of 

carrying the banner as the best scarer on the floor, he was 

among the worst, bungling so many “scares” that he was giv-

en one week to prove himself before being benched.  On one 

such probationary attempt, he entered the room of a young 

girl named Mary, the youngest and only girl of ten siblings, 

whose older brothers constantly tormented her. Mary was 

convinced that Johnson was one of her brothers in disguise 

and was unfazed by his efforts to frighten her. She eventu-

ally returned (unwittingly) to Monstropolis with him, and 

when her closet doorknob broke off during their encounter, 

Johnson found he was unable to return Mary to her home. 

Unsure of what to do, they soon decided that Mary would 

secretly remain in his home. 

After Johnson’s landlady heard the girl moving around 

inside the apartment, Mary disguised herself as a monster 

so that she could go with Johnson to his job at Monsters, 

Incorporated, where she secretly accompanied him on 

his scares. Much to her delight and Johnson’s chagrin, she 

proved to be an expert “scarer,” bruising his ego, but im-

proving Johnson’s standings to such a great extent that he 

achieved the much longed-for Scarer-of-the Month award. 

Meanwhile, he learned that Mary’s closet door had been 

fixed, but he hid that information from her so that she 

would continue to boost his numbers.  While all of this was 

taking place, another monster named Ned, who had en-

joyed a long-running stint as Scarer-of-the-Month, became 

increasingly jealous of Johnson’s meteoric rise and plotted 

to thwart his success.

On one scare, Mary discovered that her “project” was a 

little girl, not unlike herself. Consumed by homesickness, 

she was unable to continue with the scaring and desper-

ately wanted to return home. After discovering that she 

could have returned days earlier and devastated by John-

son’s deception, she ran off, thus setting off alarms to the 

entire city that a child was on the loose in Monstropolis. She 

was captured by Ned, but Johnson rescued her, resulting 

in his arrest by Ned and the factory’s security guards. In a 

desperate attempt to save Johnson, Mary caused her closet 

door to crash on Ned, destroying him.  Johnson returned to 

Mary’s home with her, living in her closet and helping her 

scare her brothers—whom she no longer feared—and they 

remained best friends and roommates for the rest of their 

lives.

Creating a Monster

In order to bring Monsters, Inc. to life, new computer tech-

nologies had to be created. One of the most challenging 

aspects of the animation process was creating the realistic 

movement of Sulley’s fur and Boo’s shirt. Both fur and fab-

ric move according to a number of variables, including the 

movements of the wearer, impact against other objects, 

and even wind speed and direction.  Animators studied a va-

riety of fabrics and animal furs to accurately capture their 

movements under different conditions. 

Sulley was first modeled in clay, and then his three-di-

mensional image was transferred to the computer screen. 

After animating computer models of a hairless Sulley, each 

of his over two million hairs had to be programmed into 

the design.  In order to make this possible—and within a 

reasonable amount of time to boot—the Pixar team cre-

ated Fizt (“fizz-tee,” abbreviated from “physics tool”) simu-

lation software. Fizt assisted the animators in placing the 

hairs on Sulley, as well as adjusting the hairs to his move-

ments. Using a software program called Deep Shadowing, 

Sulley’s fur would take on different shades according to 
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his movements and interactions with other characters or 

objects, just as it would in the “real” world. A similar process 

was used to animate Boo’s hair and shirt.

Software was also developed to create the Door Vault, 

one of the most technologically sophisticated scenes in 

the film. A program was created to show the doors moving 

along the track of the vault and to give the illusion that over 

twenty million closet doors were inventoried there.

Pixar added a Shots Department to its Monsters, Inc. cre-

ative team. The purpose of this specialized group of ani-

mators was to oversee each of the shots used in the film, 

to ensure that all of the necessary elements were correct.  

More than twenty individual sets were created for the film, 

each with a high level of detail, and the team traveled to 

factories as near as southern California and as far away 

as Pittsburgh for inspiration. In order to accu-

rately animate Boo, the designers 

observed their own children, as 

well as Boo’s voice actress Mary 

Gibbs. 

The Set Dressing depart-

ment ensured that each 

item was aesthetically 

placed in each set. All of the 

artwork in the children’s rooms was specifically created 

for the film, including a Paul Bunyan poster also seen in Toy 

Story and vintage Disneyland posters. Each piece of paper-

work found in the factory is labeled according to its pur-

pose. Even the cereal boxes in Mike and Sulley’s apartment 

list their ingredients, though it is too small to be seen while 

viewing the film. (Are you curious? Their breakfast treats 

of Dirt Clods, Kreature Krisp and Prickly Puffs contain such 

delectable morsels as mercury, deadly puffer fish, and de-

pleted uranium!)  

The menagerie of monsters was vocally brought to life by 

a “who’s who” of the entertainment industry. Voicing the hero, 

James P. Sullivan (or “Sulley” to his friends) was John Good-

man, who had skyrocketed to fame with the 1990s sit-com 

Roseanne. His knack for playing father-fig-

ures had been and would continue to be 

well-appreciated by Disney, who also cast 

him as the loveable Pacha in The Emperor’s 

New Groove and Big Daddy LaBouff 

in The Princess and the Frog. 

Comedic superstar Billy 

Crystal made his 

Disney debut 

p o r t ray -
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ing Sulley’s wise-cracking best pal Mike Wazowski, as did film 

legend James Coburn as their boss, the dignified-yet-decep-

tive Henry J. Waternoose III. Acclaimed character actor Steve 

Buscemi added the repugnant Randall Boggs to his resume 

of villainous alter-egos, while the ladies of the company were 

voiced by Jennifer Tilly as bubbly Celia, Pixar writer and ani-

mator Bob Peterson as sardonic Roz, and two-year-old Mary 

Gibbs are the adorable Boo. (Peterson’s inclusion was not 

planned; he read Roz’s lines during early rehearsals, and the 

creative team was so delighted with his interpretation that 

they enlisted him for the actual filming!)

Monsters, Inc. would be nominated for four Academy 

Awards: Animated Feature Film, Original Score, Original 

Song, and Sound Editing, winning for Best Song, “If I Didn’t 

Have You.” The film was re-released in 3-D in December 2012, 

and a prequel, Monsters 

University, detailing Sulley 

and Mike’s experiences in 

college, is due in theaters 

this June.

Fun Facts:

•  The name Monsters, Inc. 

was the brainchild of 

Disney Legend Joe Grant, 

whose work with Disney 

dates back to Snow White 

and the Seven Dwarfs. 

Ninety-three years old when Monsters, Inc. was released, he 

worked at Disney Studios for four days per week until his 

death in 2005, a few days before his 97th birthday.

•  John Goodman (Sulley) and Steve Buscemi (Randall) pre-

viously co-starred in two films directed by Joel Coen: Bar-

ton Fink and The Big Lebowski.  Randall gives a nod to the 

Coen brothers when he threatens to put Mike Wazowski 

through a shredder: a similar fate befell his character in 

the Coen brothers’ film Fargo.

•  When we first see the “Scare Leader Board,” the name Ranft 

trails Sullivan and Randall.  At that time, the late Joe Ranft 

was a writer for Disney and Pixar, working on Beauty and 

the Beast, The Lion King, Toy Story, and Cars, among others, 

and also providing voices for a number of films, including 

Heimlich in A Bug’s Life, Wheezy in Toy Story, Jacques in Find-

ing Nemo, and Red in Cars. (Sadly, Ranft was killed in an au-

tomobile accident in 2005; the movie Cars was dedicated to 

his memory.) 

•  In addition to Ranft, many of the names on the Scare 

Leader Board refer to members of the Pixar staff, includ-

ing Monsters, Inc. writer Daniel Gerson; Bob Peterson, who 

worked on Toy Story and Finding Nemo, as well as directing 

Up; and the Pixar art department’s Jonas Rivera, whose 

credits include A Bug’s Life and Cars. The only name on the 

board NOT belonging to a Pixar staff member is “Plesuski”: 

director Pete Docter included it simply because he liked it!

•  As is tradition with Pixar films, hints of other movies can 

be seen in Monsters, Inc. Among her different toys, Boo has 

the “Luxo ball” from Luxo Jr., a Jessie doll from Toy Story 2, 

and a Nemo stuffed animal, foreshadowing the 2003 block-

buster. Additionally, the Pizza Planet truck from Toy Story, 

which makes a cameo appearance in nearly every Pixar 

film, can be spotted next to the trailer where Randall is 

sent, a trailer that was 

first seen in A Bug’s Life!

•  One of the drawings on 

Boo’s wall was colored 

by the two-year-old ac-

tress herself. She signed 

her name, Mary, thus 

unintentionally provid-

ing us with Boo’s actual 

identity.

• The Monstropolis news-

paper The Daily Glob 

boasts the headline “Baby 

Born With Five Heads. Parents Thrilled.” The 1992 film News-

ies employs a similar gag: as the newsboy Racetrack checks 

out the day’s stories, he muses, “’Baby Born With Two Heads.’ 

Must be from Brooklyn.”

•  John Goodman and Billy Crystal reprised their roles, in 

an automotive sense, for Cars. During the end credits, the 

stars of the movie attend a drive-in theater, where one 

of the films they see is Monster Trucks, Inc.  In the fictional 

movie, “Sullivan Truck” and “Mike Car” are in the Himalayas, 

and Mack comments on the exceptional acting skills of the 

Abominable Snow Plow. Both Mack and “Abominable” are 

voiced by Pixar stalwart John Ratzenberger.

•  When the scarers enter the hall en masse, they do so with 

the often-imitated slow-motion walk from the 1983 film 

The Right Stuff. (Armageddon (1998), which starred Steve 

Buscemi, utilized a similar scene, and in Monsters, Inc., Bus-

cemi’s Randall is located in a similar placement among his 

cohorts.)
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Discovering the Man
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For some, the question may briefly cross their minds as 

they scramble to get their next FASTPASS, hold on tight 

for the launch of Rock ‘n’ Roller Coaster, or slyly maneuver 

for the table’s last piece of Via Napoli pizza.

For others, the question may come at quieter times, like 

relaxing on a launch boat, riding on the Tomorrowland 

Transit Authority PeopleMover, or simply sitting by their 

resort pool. 

That question: How did he do it? How did Walt Disney cre-

ate Walt Disney World? 

That question tends to be immediately followed by many 

more: How, in fact, did Walt create everything related to his 

company? How did he get started? Did he have to overcome 

any failures? Who helped him become what he was, and 

get to where he got? And, most important, what made him 

tick? 

These questions and more are answered in an oft-over-

looked attraction that sits behind a marquee at the back 

of Disney’s Hollywood 

Studios on Mickey Av-

enue, right behind the 

Great Movie Ride. The 

marquee bears an 

image of Walt Disney 

with his best friend 

and alter ego, Mickey 

Mouse.

Past this marquee, 

Guests will find “Walt 

Disney: One Man’s 

Dream – From Mickey 

Mouse to the Magic 

Kingdom,” a walk-

through exhibit first opened on October 1, 2001, to coincide 

with the “100 Years of Magic” Celebration honoring what 

would have been Walt’s 100th birthday. (An earlier attrac-

tion, “The Walt Disney Story,” a movie narrated by Walt, 

opened on Main Street, U.S.A. in 1973 and closed in 1992.) One 

Man’s Dream is filled with everything from models and Ani-

matronics to memories and memorabilia, and is a must-

visit for any true Disney fan.

Because of its location at the back of the park, and the 

perception that the attraction is simply a museum, many 

Guests will walk right past the attraction as they make 

their way to the more “exciting” headliners such as Star 

Tours or the Lights, Motors, Action! Extreme Stunt Show. 

But Guests who do will be missing one of the true treasures 

of Walt Disney World. 

That’s because there are over 400 artifacts from the 

Disney Archives inside, chronologically tracing Walt’s life 

and career from his birth, through his career, to his death 

in 1966. Then, after taking the self-guided photo, film, and 

audio tour, Guests can watch a 15-minute movie hosted by 

Julie Andrews, star of Disney’s Mary Poppins, which provides 

even more details about Walt’s life.

During a refurbishment of the “One Man’s Dream” attrac-

tion in 2010, key features of the exhibit were redesigned, 

while some displays were removed and others were added. 

This includes a new section, “The Legacy Continues,” which 

covers the accomplishments of Walt’s company since his 

death. 

Brian Marschall of Walt Disney Imagineering, who played 

a key role in the redesign, told Celebrations, “We designed the 

new space to be more relaxing and inviting for our Guests. 

The warmer colors 

and updated lights 

further enhance the 

immersive qualities 

of the attraction and 

encourage a more 

comfortable pace to 

explore all the arti-

facts and details.”

On explaining the 

importance of the at-

traction, Marschall 

added, “Many of our 

Guests enjoy our 

theme parks but 

know little about Walt Disney himself. ‘One Man’s Dream’ is 

an inspiring tribute to his life and accomplishments, and 

provides keen insight into the man behind the mouse, and 

the magic that we all enjoy. This attraction will help you 

gain a greater appreciation for, and an understanding of, 

his amazing life journey.”

To Marschall’s point, Guests who make their way through 

the attraction will find enduring themes from Walt Disney’s 

life, from his insatiable curiosity and innovative spirit to his 

love of family, community, and nature. Guests will also note 

the many instances of Walt’s focus on progress, travel, and 

the future throughout his career, along with his intense 

perfectionism and dedication to quality and hard work. At 
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the same time, Guests may be surprised by just how much 

fun Walt had along the way. Whether acting out a story for 

his animators, laughing with his wife Lillian, or simply en-

joying an outdoor activity, viewers will get a glimpse into an 

oftentimes unseen part of his life.

The Tour

When you first enter the attraction, you’ll pass a montage 

of large photos featuring Walt Disney in various settings: 

making a presentation about The Florida Project (which 

would later become Walt Disney World), striking a dramatic 

pose outside his office door alongside a shadow of Mickey 

Mouse, and walking through Disneyland on one of his fa-

mous early morning walks.

For some added fun, you can ask a Cast Member at the 

entrance for a trivia quiz related to the attraction. Anyone 

answering all the questions correctly after touring the site 

will receive a free certificate!

You’ll next walk past photos from Walt’s childhood, in-

cluding those of one of his earliest hometowns, Marceline, 

Missouri, where he grew up in the early 1900s. Most striking 

here is the placement of a large photo of Marceline’s main 

street above a 1954 model of Disneyland’s Main Street, U.S.A. 

The similarities between the two are striking, and clearly 

illustrate how much Walt’s early life inspired his later vision 

– and how, in that vision, he so often attempted to recreate 

beloved times and dreams from his childhood. 

In the same area, you can see Walt’s 2nd grade school desk 

from Marceline, with his actual initials carved on the top. 

Over the desk are photos of him and his brother Roy visit-

ing Marceline as adults, and him looking at that same desk. 

Near the desk, mentions of Walt’s fascination with Abra-

ham Lincoln and trains provide some hints about what was 

to come.

Moving on, you can trace Walt’s development as an art-

ist, visionary, and innovator, from his early days as an am-

bulance driver and budding cartoonist during World War I 

to his art schooling. As part of this evolution, Walt and his 

brother Roy formed the first animation studio in Los Ange-

les in 1917 – a partnership that would prove to be long-last-

ing and impactful. 

You’ll then come upon a variety of photos detailing the 

origin of some of Walt’s most innovative and famous char-

acters. The main focus here is of course on Mickey Mouse, 

beginning with his virtual birth on a train ride in 1928 from 

New York to California, followed by his eventual starring 

roles in features such as Steamboat Willie, which incorpo-

rated synchronized sound, music, and dialogue into an ani-

mated film for the first time. You’ll also learn that Walt was 

the voice of Mickey for almost twenty years.

In the same room, you can see one of Walt’s early anima-

tion desks, with an embedded video screen showing Walt’s 
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hand actually drawing 

Mickey – which lets you 

feel like you’re actu-

ally watching over his 

shoulder. Other early 

Disney projects such as 

Oswald the Lucky Rab-

bit, who bore a strong 

resemblance to Mickey, 

the Alice series, which 

brought together live 

action and animation, 

and Silly Symphonies, 

which introduced color 

to animation, are also spotlighted here.

As part of the 2010 refurbishment, you can now view one 

of Walt’s personalized travel trunks. As Marschall explains 

in an online video tour of the attraction, the trunk is one of 

two that exist, and was found hidden among other items in 

the Disney prop department. Anyone looking at the trunk 

may very well remember Jimmy Stewart as George Bailey 

in It’s a Wonderful Life describing the type of travel trunk 

he wanted to buy – by 

stretching his hands 

far apart. That same 

wanderlust and enthu-

siasm was obviously 

shared by Walt. And, 

for Walt, travel wasn’t 

just a way to relax. It 

also served as an un-

ending source of ideas 

for his films, television 

shows, park attrac-

tions, and more.

As you continue 

through the exhibit, you’ll learn more about how Walt ex-

panded the art of animation. Showcased in this area is the 

Multiplane camera Walt and his team designed to create 

more realistic cartoons. It worked by dividing a scene into 

several plates so that a camera could shoot through them 

to create an illusion of depth. 

There’s also a video here of The Old Mill, a cartoon short 

that Walt filmed to test the camera’s use for his first ani-
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mated feature-length film, Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs. 

This part of the exhibit also provides a look at several early 

Disney films, including Dumbo and The Three Caballeros.

You’ll next learn about Walt’s great love of trains, and his 

eventual creation of the live steam “Carolwood Pacific Rail-

road” in the backyard of his new California home in 1949. 

This 1/8 scale miniature railroad, large enough for both 

adults and kids, served as a relaxing hobby for Walt and also 

demonstrated his ongoing interest in trains. Of course, this 

interest won’t come as a surprise to anyone who has ridden 

one of the Walt Disney Railroad trains found in every Disney 

theme park. 

In this same area, you’ll find two artifacts that played a 

major role in the ongoing evolution of Walt’s vision.

The first is “Granny’s Cabin.” (above left) As Marschall also 

explains in the online video tour, this diorama, based on a 

scene from So Dear to My Heart, was one of Walt’s early at-

tempts at dimensional storytelling and was originally part 

of a larger exhibit of miniatures that traveled by train from 

town to town, celebrating the history of America. In the 

video, Marschall makes a point to emphasize the massive 

detail involved in the piece, including Walt’s hand-written 

notes that are still on the model. 

The second artifact is “Project Little Man.” (above right) To 

create this early dimensional animated figure in 1951, Walt’s 

team programmed the movements of actor Buddy Ebsen 

into the nine-inch-tall moving and talking figure. To aid in 

this task, they filmed Ebsen as he danced on a raised plat-

form in front of a large grid. The “Little Man” was a precur-

sor to the Audio-Animatronics technology that Walt would 

soon develop and use to impressive effect.

Together, these two projects provided the conceptual 

foundation of what would become Disneyland. Walt en-

visioned Disneyland as a place where families could have 

fun together and have the chance to actually walk into the 

worlds in which his Disney characters lived.

Next, you’ll enter the “Parks and Places” area, where you’re 

greeted by a large mural of Disneyland’s Sleeping Beauty 

Castle, while advertisements for the park’s lands, including 

Tomorrowland, Adventureland, and Fantasyland, play on 

nearby television screens. 

Also on display here are models of the castle, Adven-

tureland, and Peter Pan’s Flight, which provides a unique 

perspective on the ride’s suspension system. A placard ac-
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companying the model also shares the interesting fact 

that Peter Pan’s Flight was designed by many of the same 

animators who worked on the original feature film. This in-

troduced an enhanced artistic level to the attraction, which 

had never been done before in an amusement park. 

Near the Disneyland exhibit, you’ll also find artifacts dedi-

cated to the Mickey Mouse Club, which was founded in 1955. 

With the “One Man’s Dream” refurbishment, the Big Drum 

used in the show’s Talent Roundup was added to the origi-

nal Mickey Mouse Club ears, clothing, and props.

As you continue on, you’ll come across one of the high-

lights of the exhibit, Walt’s working office from Burbank, 

California. (below) The office exhibit is arranged with such 

detail and with such a commitment to staying true to the 

era in which it was actually used (1940 to 1966), that you may 

feel like you’ve been transported back in time. 

The office, relocated from California to Florida in order to 

be incorporated into the attraction, was the nerve center of 

Walt’s company. As the accompanying placard explains, pro-

ducers, directors, writers, and editors were in and out of the 

office all day, consulting with Walt on the newest projects. 

(If you look closely, you’ll actually see an early plot plan for 

Walt Disney World on the left-hand side of the display board 

on the right-hand wall.)

In the “Dreams and Innovations” area, you can see a recre-

ation of Walt’s “Project X – Experimental Prototype Commu-

nity of Tomorrow (EPCOT)” announcement, including a life-

size cutout of Walt, standing in a television studio, complete 

with lights and cameras. At the same time, the actual his-

toric announcement plays on television screens on nearby 

studio consoles. 

You can next view a recreation of the workshop used by 
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Imagineers as they built the Audio-Animatronic Abraham 

Lincoln figure, intended for the “Great Moments with Mr. 

Lincoln” exhibit for the 1964-65 New York World’s Fair. The 

figure is strikingly tall to reflect the actual height of the 

16th President of the United States (6 foot, four inches!), and 

its skin is transparent to allow you to see the complexity of 

the inner mechanisms. A control board sitting next to the 

figure allowed an operator to direct its many movements.

Further on, Roy Disney is seen (as a life-size cut-out be-

hind a podium, five years after Walt’s death in 1966) and 

heard dedicating the opening of Walt Disney World in 1971 

on his brother’s behalf, saying, “People will always know that 

this was Walt’s dream.” 

In the next area, “The Legacy Continues,” which was add-

ed with the refurbishment, Guests learn more about im-

portant Disney accomplishments like Hollywood Studios, 

Animal Kingdom, California Adventure, the Disney Vacation 

Club, the Disney Cruise Line, Mickey’s first appearance in vid-

eo games, the purchase of ABC, and the continuing innova-

tions in animation through Disney’s partnership with Pixar. 

Films such as Toy Story, Cars, The Lion King, Beauty and the Beast, 

Wall-E, and Enchanted are spotlighted here.

You’ll also see how Disney’s strong vision continues to live 

after his death, as with the 1982 opening of Epcot, which was 

created to bring together the knowledge of science and a 

growing understanding between nations. As we learn, Walt 

saw these as keys to a successful and happy future.

In the new section, you’ll also see impressive models, in-

cluding the Tree of Life, Explorer’s Landing Fortress at Tokyo 

Disney, Disneyland California Adventure, and Hong Kong 

Disneyland.

The centerpiece of the area is a large-scale model of the 

New Fantasyland, the largest expansion in the history of the 

Magic Kingdom. The model includes both new and coming 

attractions.

Here, you’ll learn that the model gave the artists, design-

ers, and builders of the project their most complete view of 

the entire concept. In looking at the detailed model, it’s easy 

to imagine what their reaction might have been when they 

first saw the concept come to life.

Some of the New Fantasyland attractions displayed here 

include the Be Our Guest restaurant, Gaston’s Tavern, En-

chanted Tales with Belle, Under the Sea: Journey of the Little 

Mermaid, and the still-to-come Seven Dwarfs Mine Train. 

In the Storybook Circus section of the model, you can see 

Dumbo the Flying Elephant and the Barnstormer.
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Next to the large-scale model is a second model of Dumbo 

the Flying Elephant, which sits alongside the original 

Dumbo in Storybook Circus. An interesting bit of trivia re-

vealed here is that the new version spins clockwise, while 

the original ride spins counter-clockwise.

The Movie 

After completing the tour, you can enter the Walt Disney 

Theater and watch a short biographical film of Walt. Even 

though it’s an optional part of the tour, it’s a film that is defi-

nitely worth seeing, and may even be the highlight of the 

entire exhibit. The film, narrated by Julie Andrews, tells the 

story of Walt’s life mainly through his own words. Through 

audio clips compiled from his many interviews, Walt talks 

about his parents, his childhood, going to war, and his early 

failures and how he overcame them with the help of his 

brother Roy. It’s filled with rare audio and video from Walt’s 

life, and includes both memorable and touching moments.

In a particularly moving scene, Walt explains the origins 

of Disneyland.  He starts by sharing that, in his family, Sat-

urdays were always “Daddy’s day.” On those days, he would 

look for new, fun places to take his daughters. Oftentimes, 

they’d end up at a park where Walt would sit on a bench and 

watch his girls ride the Merry-Go-Round. Of course, when 

Walt had time to think, he had time to dream, and when 

he had time to dream, great things would often happen. So, 

as he sat there, he started envisioning some kind of “amuse-

ment enterprise” where parents and children could have 

fun together.

Anyone visiting Walt Disney World or Disneyland simply 

needs to look around to realize that the vision Walt had on 

that bench is now reality.

It All Started with…

With Walt, each new vision and innovation he had would 

often start with a simple need or question, such as where 

could he, as a dad, take his daughters on a Saturday after-

noon – and how could he be more involved in the fun they 

were having? And with each simple question, Walt had the 

ability to dream a grand dream.

As Julie Andrews points out at the end of the film, 

through one of Walt’s most famous quotes, “I hope we never 

lose sight of one thing – that it was all started by a mouse,” 

it’s more accurate to say “…that it was all started by a man.” 

And, really, Mickey probably wouldn’t want to have it any 

other way.
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What child hasn’t longed to venture into the Hun-

dred Acre Wood to spend the day with Pooh and his 

friends? Even many who are long past childhood count Win-

nie the Pooh among their favorite literary characters. Fortu-

nately, the silly old bear can be found throughout the Disney 

parks, and Guests can relive some of his most enchanting 

adventures via the attraction The Many Adventures of Win-

nie the Pooh in Fantasyland at the Magic Kingdom. 

The attraction itself is a four-minute journey through 

the story of Winnie the Pooh and the Blustery Day (1968), the 

second Pooh featurette created by Disney. It was released 

with the full-length feature The Horse in the Gray Flannel Suit 

and would go on to earn the Oscar for Best Cartoon Short. 

Blustery Day had been preceded two years earlier by Winnie 

the Pooh and the Honey Tree, a short film released with the 

full-length feature, The 

Ugly Dachsund. The third, 

Winnie the Pooh and Tig-

ger Too, appeared in 1974 

with The Island at the Top of 

the World and was nominated 

for the Academy Award for Best 

Animated Short Film.

In Winnie the Pooh and the Honey Tree, 

Pooh goes to great lengths to ob-

tain honey any way he can, in-

cluding rolling around in mud 

to disguise himself as a “little 

black raincloud,” hoisted to the 

hive by a blue balloon, as well 

as getting himself stuck in his 

friend Rabbit’s front door. In Winnie the Pooh 

and the Blustery Day, Tigger makes his cinematic 

debut as the denizens of the Hundred Acre Wood prove 

their stalwart friendship in the wake of a thunderstorm. 

In Winnie the Pooh and Tigger Too, an exasperated Rabbit at-

tempts to lose the rambunctious Tigger in the forest, but 

his plan backfires when Rabbit gets lost himself, along with 

Pooh and Piglet. 

Originally, Disney had planned to release a full-length 

Pooh feature, but while the movie was in development 

Walt decided to divide the movie into three short films. His 

concern was that the Winnie the Pooh stories were not as 

well-known in the United States as they were in Europe, and 

because of this, American audiences might not particularly 

care about the characters. His idea was that if Pooh and 

his friends were slowly introduced, interest and popular-

ity would build over time. As usual, Walt was right: at first, 

the audience response was lukewarm, but by the time the 

third film was released in 1974, Pooh was a fan favorite. The 

short films were combined together for the 1977 release 

of The Many Adventures of Winnie the Pooh, bridged by short 

segues read by British actor Sebastian Cabot (who had also 

narrated the individual short films) connecting the three 

different stories.

On June 5, 1999, the attraction The Many Adventures of 

Winnie the Pooh was added to Fantasyland where it fa-

mously (or infamously, depending on one’s point of view!) 

replaced the much-loved Mr. Toad’s Wild Ride. A tribute to 

the former attraction can be found in the early portion of 

the ride, where you might be able to spot a picture of Mr. 

Toad handing the property deed for the 

space over to Owl. Disneyland’s 

version of the attraction con-

tains a similar homage to 

its predecessor. There, the 

Pooh attraction replaced 

the Country Bears Jamboree 

in the park’s Critter Country 

section on September 4, 2000, and 

the heads of the stag Max, Buff the 

buffalo, and Melvyn the moose 

are mounted on the back of 

the entrance to the “hunny” 

scene, following the “heffa-

lumps and woozles” segment. 

(This tribute, however, is not as 

obvious to Guests, who must turn around in order to see it.)

Disney films have always been story-driven, a trait that 

carries over to its theme park attractions. As a means of 

allowing younger Guests to further experience the Hun-

dred Acre Wood, “Pooh’s Playful Spot,” a small playground, 

opened across from the attraction in 2005. The centerpiece 

of Pooh’s Playful Spot was Mr. Sanders’ tree: Piglet’s smiling 

face greeted Guests from the top of the tree while children 

could explore Pooh’s house in the tree’s base. The ceiling in-

side the door featured an image of a submarine; this was 

the Nautilus and served as a nod to the area’s previous at-

traction, 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea. 

A “floody place” with spurting fountains, a log-shaped 

slide, and crawl-through honey pots made for a delightful 

time for the park’s littlest Guests.  Though the much-loved 
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Playful Spot was closed in April 2010 to make room for 

the Fantasyland expansion, it was replaced with an in-

teractive stand-by area at the Pooh attraction.

Of all the Magic Kingdom attractions, the queue for 

Pooh is arguably the most enchanting and “hands-on.” 

The “hunny tree” was transplanted to the new set, serv-

ing as the gateway to the attraction. Next to the tree sits 

Eeyore’s Gloomy Place, a crawl-through log tent identical 

to Eeyore’s home in the stories. Guests continue around 

a curve to follow the queue, and while adults may opt to 

remain in the line, children may prefer the diversions of 

Rabbit’s Garden. A walk through over-sized collection of 

“cabege” and “kerits” leads to a 

brightly-colored play area, fea-

turing a tug-of-war, vegetable-

shaped drums, and a delightful 

garden where young ones can 

make piles of pumpkins, car-

rots, and even pesky gophers 

pop out of the ground. Sun-

flowers can be spun to enact 

tinkling bells, and a variety of 

games can keep younger Guests 

from getting impatient if the 

line should be long. A feature 

enjoyed by younger and older 

Guests alike is the honey wall, 

where honey appears to be ooz-

ing from a beehive. Run your 

finger over the wall to see what 

happens!

It’s always “Windsday” inside 

the attraction, and as Guests board their “Hunny Pot” ve-

hicle they are taken through the pages of the classic A. 

A. Milne book, learning that they are joining Pooh on a 

“Very Blustery Day.”  Robert and Richard Sherman’s melo-

dy of the same name accompanies Guests as a storm be-

gins to brew: Piglet grasps his broom frantically among 

the swirling leaves…Eeyore watches incredulously as 

Pooh reaches for his beloved honey, grasping the end of 

a swaying blue balloon… Kanga worriedly hangs on to 

Roo, who is gleefully imagining that he is a kite at the end 

of his mother’s scarf…a flabbergasted Rabbit surveys 

his wind-swept garden…and meanwhile an oblivious 

Owl drones on and on about…well, himself.

The next scene of the ride introduces Guests to Tig-

ger, just as Pooh makes his acquaintance in the film. The 

Guests in their hunny pots bounce along to the tune “The 

Wonderful Thing about Tiggers,” but look out: Tigger 

warns that Heffalumps and Woozles are ahead! Guests 

are carried along through Pooh’s nightmare, as the col-

orful-but-dreaded creatures take over his beloved honey 

supply. 

Pooh awakens to discover that while he was asleep, 

the “Rain Rain Rain Came Down Down Down,” flooding 

the Hundred Acre Wood.  A 

frightened Piglet floats on a 

chair alongside Pooh, who is 

stuck head-first in a bobbing 

pot of honey. Guests too be-

come part of the adventure, as 

their hunny pots roll over the 

waves. Christopher Robin, Tig-

ger, and the rest rescue their 

stranded friends, and both 

the story and the attraction 

end in a celebration: everyone 

is safe, and Pooh is happily im-

mersed in a hive full of honey, 

as the films’ title song carries 

Guests into the Hundred Acre 

Goods shop. A menagerie of 

plush pals from the Hundred 

Acre Wood, apparel, and an 

assortment of Pooh-related 

merchandise can be found here. (The store was origi-

nally called Pooh’s Thotful Shop, but was re-named when 

the attraction was refurbished in 2010.)

Another version of the attraction, Pooh’s Hunny Hunt, 

can be found at Tokyo Disneyland, where it is immensely 

popular. Unlike its American counterparts, the hunny 

pots in this attraction move on invisible tracks, even 

moving in a circle so that Guests can get a 360-degree 

view of each scene. There are three different tracks for 

the hunny pots to follow, creating the feeling of moving 

freely instead of on a pre-planned path. 
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Pooh in the Parks

As enjoyable as an attraction can be, any real fan longs 

for one-on-one time with the object of his or her affec-

tion, and Walt Disney World offers a number of oppor-

tunities to meet with Pooh and his friends in person. At 

the Magic Kingdom, Guests can see Pooh, Piglet, Tigger, 

and Eeyore at their newest meet-and-greet photo spot 

adjoining the attraction, or by having a meal at the Crys-

tal Palace. Over at Disney’s Hollywood Studios, Pooh and 

his friends will pose for photos with Guests in the des-

ignated areas in front of the Sorcerer’s Hat, and inside 

the Art of Animation Building in Animation Courtyard. 

In Disney’s Animal Kingdom, Pooh, 

accompanied by two or three of 

his pals, enjoys meeting his fans 

at the Discovery Island Character 

Landing. 

The United Kingdom Pavilion 

in Epcot’s World Showcase places 

Pooh in a replica of Christopher 

Robin’s recently remodeled bed-

room near the Kidcot Stop in the 

Toy Soldier shop (which, inciden-

tally, carries a large inventory of 

Pooh merchandise!). Also, topiar-

ies in the shape of Pooh, Tigger, 

Eeyore, Piglet, and Rabbit typically 

emerge for the Epcot Internation-

al Flower and Garden Festival, held from March through 

mid-May. They are often located in the vicinity of the U.K. 

Pavilion, though in 2011 a larger exhibit was on display in 

Future World in honor of the new Winnie the Pooh film 

released in July of that year.

For many years, the Downtown Disney Marketplace 

featured the shop Pooh Corner. A small scene comprised 

of statues of Pooh, Tigger, and Piglet could be found out-

side the shop, and was the perfect place for Pooh fans to 

snap a photo among their Hundred Acre pals. The shop 

was closed in 2010, replaced by Fun Finds and Little Mis-

Matched, but the Pooh scene remains for Guests want-

ing a fun photo opportunity.

As the silly old bear himself has said, “You can’t stay in 

your corner of the Forest waiting for others to come to 

you. You have to go to them sometimes.” Though Pooh 

Corner may exist only in A. A. Milne’s books and our imag-

inations, Pooh might be waiting around the next corner 

at the parks of Walt Disney World!

Winnie the Pooh Fun Facts:

•  Pooh fans have Diane Disney to thank for the addition 

of Pooh and pals to the Disney cast of characters. It was 

Walt’s young daughter who first introduced her father 

to the stories, which Lillian Disney would read to Diane 

and her sister Sharon at bedtime.

•  In the Many Adventures of Winnie the Pooh attraction, 

Pooh is first seen holding on to a 

blue balloon, reaching for honey 

in a beehive. While most of the 

attraction is devoted to Winnie 

the Pooh and the Blustery Day, this 

scene is found in Winnie the Pooh 

and the Honey Tree, when Pooh 

sings “I’m Just a Little Black Rain-

cloud.” This is actually quite ap-

propriate, for in the Blustery Day 

film, the same melody accompa-

nies Pooh as he is pulled along to 

Owl’s house by Piglet’s unraveling 

scarf.

• Once in awhile, Winnie the Pooh 

gets to venture outside of the 

Disney Parks…and the Hundred-Acre Wood, too, for that 

matter. In June 2006, he was invited to Buckingham Pal-

ace to join other beloved British storybook characters—

along with 2000 children from across Great Britain—to 

celebrate the 80th birthday of Queen Elizabeth II.  He 

even got to bring Piglet, Tigger, and Eeyore with him! As 

it was also Pooh’s 80th birthday, Her Majesty’s personal 

photographer took his official birthday portrait during 

the festivities.

•  Christopher Robin Milne’s cherished dolls can be found 

in Manhattan, where they are on display at the main 

branch of the New York Public Library. Carefully housed 

in the Children’s Center at 42nd Street, Pooh, Piglet, Kan-

ga, Eeyore, and Tigger are enjoyed by thousands of fans 

every year.
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Africa: The World Showcase 
Pavilion That Never Was

By Lori Elias
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When Epcot opened in 1982, World Showcase featured pavilions represent-

ing nine nations: Canada, China, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Mexico, the 

United Kingdom, and the American Adventure. Early Guests found posted signs, 

as well as notification in park maps, indicating that three other pavilions would 

soon be joining the Showcase: Israel, Spain, and Equatorial Africa. Instead of rep-

resenting one individual nation, this last pavilion would be located between the 

China and Germany pavilions and stand as a tribute to all of the nations of sub-

Saharan Africa, a region comprised of approximately fifty countries and hun-

dreds of languages.

This may have seemed like a daunting task, but in fact, plans were deep in de-

velopment. Advised by Roots author Alex Haley (whose picture is among the great 

Americans of the “Golden Dream” film montage in the American Adventure show), 

Imagineers including Disney Legends Ken Anderson, Herb Ryman,  and cinema-

tographer Jack Couffer worked on plans for the pavilion for over two years, bring-

ing together an impressive variety of experiences and fortes. Anderson, whose 

film credits as animator and art director included Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs, 

Sleeping Beauty, and The Aristocats, had designed such popular attractions as Peter 

Pan’s Flight and Mr. Toad’s Wild Ride for Disneyland. Ryman created the original 

plans for Disneyland, and visited several locations in Africa in order to thoroughly 

research the nations portrayed in the pavilion. Couffer was also highly-regarded 
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for his work on Disney’s True Life Adventures, a popular series 

of nature documentaries released in the 1950s. 

The pavilion had been designed in great detail and in-

cluded queue shows, films, and performances by traditional 

African musicians and dancers, and was fully expected to 

open in 1983. In October 1982, just before Epcot’s dedication, 

CBS aired a television special promoting the new theme 

park. Hosted by Haley and veteran performer Danny Kaye, 

viewers were taken 

through the plans 

for the pavilion, 

with Kaye mention-

ing that he looked 

forward to return-

ing in a year to see 

the pavilion in its 

completed state.

The Equatorial 

Africa Pavilion fo-

cused on the history 

of various facets of 

African traditions. 

It would be impos-

sible to adequately 

represent every na-

tion and each na-

tion’s many cultures 

in such a short time 

and space, so cus-

toms and histories 

common to many 

countries were to be 

included. 

The first part of 

the pavilion would 

transport Guests 

to a watering hole 

deep in the African 

jungle under an 

evening sky. To enter the pavilion, Guests would climb to a 

treehouse nested in a replica of a towering cailcedra, a ma-

hogany tree found in central and western Africa. Looking 

down from the treehouse, Guests would see native plant 

life, traditional huts, and, thanks to the use of rear-projec-

tion film, native animals gathering at the watering hole, 

superimposed on a 20-foot screen. Like many other Walt 

Disney World attractions, the multi-sensory experience of 

visuals, aromas, tropical heat, and sounds would fully im-

merse Guests in the experience. 

From the treehouse, Guests could move to an amphi-

theatre set among kopjes–large granite rocks found in the 

Serengeti grasslands of Tanzania. Here, Guests would en-

joy performances of indigenous African music and dance 

styles.

The next section of the trek was a show called “The 

Heartbeat of Africa,” 

a unique presenta-

tion focusing on 

the long history of 

drumming across 

African cultures. 

Guests would enter 

a thatched-roof the-

ater, and, surround-

ed by a décor of 

traditional shields 

and drums, would 

view a film on the 

drumming tradi-

tions of Equatorial 

Africa narrated by a 

griot, or traditional 

West African story-

teller. Throughout 

the film, the drums 

mounted on the 

walls and ceiling of 

the theater would 

begin to light up and 

play by themselves, 

ultimately joining in 

with the film’s con-

clusion: an outdoor 

jazz concert in one 

of Africa’s cosmopoli-

tan cities. (Jazz, con-

sidered an American musical art form, had its earliest roots 

in the spirituals sung by African slaves in the pre-Civil War 

United States.)

This portion of the pavilion would also contain a section 

entitled “Heritage,” a village combining characteristics of 

different countries and cultures throughout the region. 

Like any good World Showcase pavilion, the village would 

contain a number of shops featuring merchandise from 
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Imagineering concept models for the Africa pavilion



the nations of Sub-Saharan Africa.

The second part of the pavilion was conceptualized as 

“Africa Rediscovered.” The queue for this segment was to 

feature a large interactive African map with information 

about the geographical features of the continent. A film re-

searched and narrated by Alex Haley would explore many 

of the great events of Africa’s history, including Hannibal’s 

invasion of Italy over 200 years before the birth of Christ, 

with soldiers crossing the Alps by elephant; Egypt’s ancient 

Nubian kingdom of Kush; the legendary city of Timbuktu, 

one of the most advanced cities of the medieval era; and Be-

nin bronzes of the Bini people of present-day Nigeria, who 

created plaques and statues dating from the 18th century 

in honor of their kings.

The film also included a look at the devastation of some 

of Africa’s great cultures due to the forced exportation of 

slaves to the New World. The film was to end on a high note, 

celebrating the achievements of modern Africa.

The two areas were to be connected via a “Sound Safari.” 

Guests would cross a bridge through a simulated jungle, 

while sensors would cue the surrounding bushes and trees 

to rustle as though wild beasts loomed just behind them. 

Meanwhile, Guests would hear the cries of elephants, hy-

enas, birds, and other jungle denizens timed to accompany 

the moving foliage. This trek would continue through a 

dark cave, complete with the sounds of roaring lions feast-

ing on recently-killed prey.

Also included in plans for the pavilion was a museum of 

African art. In 1984, Walt Disney World purchased a collec-

tion of more than 500 pieces of western and central Afri-

can art, spanning the country from Mali and Madagascar 

to Senegal and South Africa. The pieces had belonged to 

Paul and Ruth Tishman of New York City, whose collection 

included masks, statues, and musical instruments. Their 

collection was highly regarded throughout the art world 

for its high quality and wide scope of styles and genres. As 

the opening of the pavilion was repeatedly pushed back, 

Disney frequently loaned pieces to museums for special ex-

hibitions, including the Metropolitan Museum of Art and 

the Louvre in Paris. In 2005, Disney donated the entire col-

lection, now named the Walt Disney-Tishman African Art 

Collection, to the National Museum of African Art at the 

Smithsonian Institution in Washington, D.C.; an exhibit of 

the collection named African Vision opened there in 2007.

The Pavilion Today

With all of these elaborate plans in place, why wasn’t the 

Equatorial Africa Pavilion completed? The short answer is 

politics. During the 1980s, various countries of Sub-Saharan 

Africa were embattled with each other, making it very dif-

ficult to acquire the corporate sponsorship needed to foot 

the pavilion’s $30 million bill. Country names and liaisons 

were constantly changing as well. South Africa was not in-

volved in any major political unrest during that time, but 

Disney chose not to accept financial support from the na-

tion while it remained under apartheid. This was coupled 

with the fact that though Epcot was highly successful in its 

earliest days, attendance dropped off after awhile, resulting 

in lower profits than had been expected. Though this would 

eventually reverse itself as Walt Disney World continued to 

grow, by that point designs for the Africa section of Animal 

Kingdom began to develop, so the pavilion was eventually 

phased out of future plans for Epcot.

Even though the Equatorial Africa Pavilion never mate-

rialized, Africa did eventually make its way to World Show-

case. Called the Outpost on Disney materials (but referred 

to by many Guests as the “Africa Outpost”), Epcot’s area de-

voted to sub-Saharan Africa lies on the site that had been 

intended for the original pavilion, the large area between 

Germany and China. It boasts a convenient–if not themati-

cally authentic–counter-service snack bar, the Refreshment 

Coolpost, featuring hot dogs, chips, and ice cream. If Guests 

aren’t thirsty before they arrive, the power of suggestion 

may help them along, as the Outpost dedicates much of its 

decor to Coca-Cola. Mock crates and coolers of the bottled 

beverage are loaded on a safari truck, ready to be sent to 

various locations, as indicated by the Coca-Cola label sten-

ciled in various African languages. Sacks of kola nuts adorn 

the display: these bitter-tasting nuts are found on the 

kola tree, which grows throughout the African continent, 

and provide the drink with both its name and its caffeine; 

though in the United States an artificial substitute was cre-

ated to mimic the nut’s flavor and properties. Adventurous 

Guests may take a chance and open up one of the “storage 

coolers” for a chilly surprise!

One of the cultural highlights of the Outpost is Mdundo 

Kibanda, a shop offering a variety of wood and soapstone 

merchandise, including African animal and ceremonial 

masks, figurines, and jewelry hand-carved by Andrew Mut-

iso and his staff of artists. Mutiso’s father, David Masaku, 

grew up in Machakos, Kenya, learning to carve from his own 

father. As an adult, Masaku worked as an artisan through-

out Europe before moving to the United States, later pass-

ing the craft to his son. Mutiso and the other artists wel-
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come questions from Guests and 

are happy to discuss their work. 

The Bead Outpost offers beaded 

earrings, bracelets, and necklaces 

with an interesting twist: all of 

the beads are constructed from 

recycled Walt Disney World maps, 

posters, and magazines! Materials 

are sent to Kenya, where women 

clean the papers, form the beads 

and coat them with a waterproof 

seal–all by hand–before fashion-

ing them into colorful jewelry. 

Hand-beaded wallets are also 

available: the linings of the wallets 

are made from native African fabrics, and each contains a 

slip of paper with the name of the woman who constructed 

the wallet. Purchases are placed in a “bag” made from a re-

cycled map.

When this kiosk first opened, a charity from Uganda, 

Beads for Life, worked in partnership with the Bead Out-

post. Wanting to spread their charitable work throughout 

other nations and organizations, 

Disney now works with Water is 

Life Kenya, helping to provide ir-

rigation systems in towns where 

women have to travel as far as five 

miles each day to obtain clean wa-

ter. All of the proceeds go to the 

charity, so Guests can take home 

beautiful and ecologically-sensitive 

jewelry while helping to promote 

the welfare of the people of Kenya.

While the original pavilion would 

have featured professional musi-

cians, the Outpost allows Guests to 

provide their own entertainment! 

For years the Nigerian storytelling duo OrisiRisi used a drum 

circle to entertain Guests with traditional folktales. Though 

their Epcot performances ended in 2008, the drums remain, 

and Guests are welcome to try their hand—literally—at 

authentic percussion instruments, including the djembe, a 

goblet-shaped wooden drum from western Africa, and col-

orful conga drums. Though the conga is often thought of 
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as a Latin-American instrument, 

it actually originated in the Con-

golese region of Africa, where it 

developed from the narrower 

makuta drum.

If Guests wish to take the 

sounds of Africa home with 

them, they can find bongos, ma-

racas (called shekeres in Africa), 

and whirling drums at the Vil-

lage Traders. (If you haven’t heard 

of a whirling drum or “spin drum,” 

nor a den-den daiko in Japan—it 

is the small two-headed drum 

that is struck with strings that 

have small wooden balls attached to each end. The drum 

is played by spinning its stick handle, while the balls hit the 

two sides of the drum, and is perhaps best-known for its 

use in Daniel’s training in The Karate Kid.) The Village Trad-

ers shop also provides Guests with a variety of plush and 

figurine representations of jungle animals, tropical-tinged 

apparel, and Africa-themed souvenirs. 

The Outpost also has a face-paint-

ing stand for the kids, both young 

and not-so-young. Guests can be 

adorned with tropical flowers or be-

come their favorite jungle animal.

And of course the Outpost is not 

the sole representative of the na-

tions in Africa: though its culture 

may be associated with the Middle 

East, the Morocco Pavilion, profiled 

in the November/December issue of 

Celebrations, was added to the lineup 

in 1984. The Moroccan king himself, 

Hassan II, was instrumental in bring-

ing this pavilion about, giving the Af-

rican continent a foothold in the World Showcase.

Though the Outpost may not be as elaborate as the in-

tended Equatorial Africa Pavilion, there are plenty of visual 

delights and shopping opportunities to satisfy any Epcot 

Guest. Stop for a snack, or to take a break at one of the Out-

post’s many umbrella-covered tables, but be sure to take 

time and explore all that the Outpost has to offer.
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Touring the United Kingdom 
in World Showcase
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From the wedding of Prince William and Duchess Catherine in April 2011, to 

Queen Elizabeth II’s Diamond Jubilee and the Summer Olympics of 2012, the 

eyes of the world have been focused on the United Kingdom. The success of 

the television series Downton Abbey, not to mention a certain boy wizard, have 

brought the nation to the forefront of entertainment, and Disney’s 2012 sum-

mer blockbuster Brave is the most recent in a long series of Disney films set in 

the U.K., including Alice in Wonderland, Bedknobs and Broomsticks, The Chronicles of 

Narnia, Mary Poppins, 101 Dalmatians, Peter Pan, Robin Hood, The Sword in the Stone, 

and Winnie the Pooh.

The United Kingdom Pavilion in Epcot’s World Showcase reflects the rich his-

tory of this beautiful island nation. The country’s official name is “the United 

Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland,” with Great Britain consisting 

of England, Scotland, and Wales. Though the architecture of the Pavilion is pri-

marily of English design, all four nations are recognized throughout the Pavil-

ion, as Guests are welcomed by a medley of melodies including the Welsh hymn 

“The Ash Grove,” “Loch Lomond,” “Sailor’s Hornpipe,” and “The British Grenadiers.”

Guests touring the Pavilion are taken on a historical journey through over 

500 years of architecture. Napoleon once scoffed that the United Kingdom was 

“a nation of shopkeepers.” He may not have intended to be complimentary, but 

the U.K. Pavilion turns his words back on him, as each of the Pavilion’s struc-

tures lining High Street, Regency Street, and Tudor Lane provides an unforget-

table shopping experience with the unique touch of the Commonwealth.
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The first building is the Tea Caddy, built in the style of Eng-

lish cottages in the 1500s. This thatched-roof shop is based 

on the childhood home of William Shakespeare’s wife, Anne 

Hathaway. Her original cottage, now a tourist attraction in 

the village of Shottery in Warwickshire, England, is consid-

ered a quintessential home of that time. 

One side of the Tea Caddy is half-timbered, a technique 

common to the Tudor style in which wood framing of the 

building is exposed. The 

gaps between the Tea 

Caddy’s boards are filled in 

with brick, which is typi-

cal of the period, though 

stone and plaster were 

also commonly used.

The Tea Caddy is home 

to Twinings Tea, where a 

variety of flavored teas, 

including their trademark 

Earl Grey and Lady Grey 

teas, can be purchased. 

The Twinings company 

has been in existence for 

over 300 years, having 

been founded by Thomas 

Twining in 1706. Twin-

ing actually owned a cof-

fee house in London, but 

was certain that the new 

import of tea, recently 

brought to Britain’s shores 

from China, would one day 

replace the more popular 

beverages of coffee, gin, 

and ale, all of which were 

consumed from the early 

morning on. In order to 

promote his business, Twining was very particular about 

the quality of teas being served. His dedication paid off, as 

by the middle of the century tea had eclipsed the other 

potables among the working classes as their beverage of 

choice. Twining went on to open the first tea shop in Lon-

don, the Golden Lyon. He designed the Twinings logo in 1787, 

which is still seen on Twinings packaging today, making it 

the longest-running extant logo in history.

During the springtime Flower and Garden Festival, Twin-

ings offers a tour through the garden behind the cottage, 

and a knowledgeable Cast Member provides Guests with 

an informative walking tour explaining the origins of Twin-

ings’ most popular teas. Disney’s lovely ladies Mary Poppins 

and Alice can often be found at the edge of the garden at all 

times of the year, interacting with their young fans.

The next stop is The Queen’s Table, fashioned after Eng-

lish homes of the seventeenth century. This building is two-

stories, as opposed to the 

single-level Tea Caddy, and 

like many structures of the 

era, the second floor is larger 

than the first: this is because 

at that time, taxes paid on 

homes were based on the 

size of only the ground level 

of the house. Ornaments 

such as diamonds and clo-

vers adorn the building’s 

bargeboards, which are deco-

rative pieces attached to the 

edges of gabled roofs. The 

walls of Queen Anne’s Room, 

located inside the shop, are 

made of plaster, providing 

an architectural bridge into 

the eighteenth century.

Take a close look at the sec-

ond-floor window. The four 

emblems seen there are the 

crests of four of the United 

Kingdom’s most revered col-

leges; Cambridge, Edinburgh, 

Eton, and Oxford.  Vener-

able Cambridge University, 

whose insignia includes a 

white cross cornered by gold 

lions, was established in 1209. Poet Samuel Taylor Coleridge, 

film director Sam Mendes, and American author and critic 

Henry Louis Gates, Jr. received degrees from Cambridge. 

Edinburgh, the “youngest” of these highly-regarded institu-

tions, was founded in 1582 and is represented by the blue 

cross on a white field encircled in red. Among its esteemed 

graduates are scientist Charles Darwin and Prime Minister 

Gordon Brown (2007-2010). 

Eton, whose crest is a blue, red, and black emblem, was 
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founded in 1440—over half a century before Christopher Co-

lumbus ventured across the Atlantic—and boasts among 

its graduates Ian Fleming, author of the James Bond series, 

and Great Britain’s current Prime Minister, David Cameron.

The book ringed by a blue circle represents the elder 

statesman of the contingent, Oxford College. The college’s 

beginnings date back to 1096 (and possibly earlier). Oxford’s 

almost thousand years of existence have produced alumni 

too numerous to name, but 

count among them John 

Wesley, the founder of Meth-

odism; writer T.S. Eliot (Old 

Possum’s Book of Practical 

Cats, on which the musical 

Cats is based); explorer Sir 

Walter Raleigh; authors J. R. 

R. Tolkien (The Lord of the 

Rings) and C. S. Lewis (The 

Chronicles of Narnia); and 

Tony Blair, Prime Minister of 

Great Britain from 1997-2007. 

As its name suggests, the 

Queen’s Table offers a vari-

ety of fine china from the 

British Isles, with a particu-

lar affection for tea services. 

When a Disney fan thinks of 

tea, Alice in Wonderland im-

mediately springs to mind, 

and here one can find tea 

time accessories celebrat-

ing the hilarity of that clas-

sic scene from the film. In 

celebration of Her Majesty’s 

Diamond Jubilee in 2012, 

souvenirs including tote 

bags, mugs, and plates hon-

oring Elizabeth II have been available. Anglophiles will find 

books and recordings celebrating the nations of the United 

Kingdom, as well as clothing articles incorporating Scottish 

tartans.

The next stop is Lords and Ladies, invoking the archi-

tectural trends of the nineteenth century. The building is 

constructed of smoothed (or “dressed”) stone, common in 

Europe at that time. The edged triangular gables of The 

Queen’s Table are replaced by a parapet, or stone wall lining 

the rectangular roof. The parapet is finished with a balus-

ter, or protective railing. Step inside the shop and breathe 

deeply: the aromas of lilacs and lilies will convince you that 

you have stepped into an English garden. The Lords and La-

dies shop offers a wide selection of lotions and perfumes, 

along with an assortment of English and Irish-themed jew-

elry, including a replica of the engagement ring worn by 

Princess Diana and Duchess Kate.

Britannia Square, with 

its garden maze and ga-

zebo, might go unnoticed 

by the casual observer, but 

this delightful little park 

is a chance to have a seat, 

perhaps enjoy some fish 

and chips from the quick-

service Yorkshire County 

Fish Shop, and catch a con-

cert by the British Revolu-

tion, a quartet of perform-

ers rocking out tunes from 

across the pond as Epcot’s 

official U.K. tribute band. 

With a playlist spanning 

the 1960s to more recent 

hits, the lads of the Brit-

ish Revolution have fans 

young and old singing 

along to the Kinks, Led Zep-

pelin, Queen, Pink Floyd, 

and of course, the Beatles.

Britannia Square fea-

tures a garden maze that 

is sure to enthrall younger 

Guests, as well as a tradi-

tional English mailbox (or 

postbox, as it would be 

called). This often-missed gem sports a collection schedule 

using the British method of writing time (for example 3.15 

for 3:15), and lists Boxing Day among its day-off Bank Holi-

days.

Across the way is Upper Regency Street and the Toy Sol-

dier Shop, where Winnie the Pooh and Tigger greet Guests 

in Christopher Robin’s recently remodeled bedroom. Adjoin-

ing this colorful room is a small parlor, where Mary Poppins 

and Alice stop in for a chat on days when the weather re-

Photos ©Tim Foster
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sembles misty London more than sunny Orlando. Young 

Guests—and Guests who are young at heart—will enjoy the 

shop’s Winnie the Pooh, Brave, and Paddington merchandise, 

as well as toy swords and shields useful for recreating the 

glorious days of Britain’s Golden Age of Queen Elizabeth I. 

Adjoining the Toy Soldier is the Crown and Crest, featur-

ing unique chess sets, Beatles merchandise, and posters, 

bags, and mugs touting the popular phrase of World War II 

Britain, “Keep Calm and Carry On.”  

Have you ever wondered about the origin of that phrase? 

Many assume that it is a quote of George VI, who was King 

of England during the war (and portrayed by Oscar-winner 

Colin Firth in The King’s Speech), but in fact it was part of a 

propaganda campaign by the British Ministry of Informa-

tion to buoy the spirits of the British people. Two phrases 

were posted on signs throughout the country in the early 

days of the war: “Your Courage, Your Cheerfulness, Your 

Resolution will Bring Us Victory,” and “Freedom is in Peril.” A 

third, “Keep Calm and Carry 

On” was kept in reserve in 

the case of Germany invad-

ing Britain. As the invasion 

never happened, the signs 

bearing this phrase were 

destroyed…or so it was 

thought. In the early 2000s, 

a British bookseller dis-

covered a copy of the sign 

within a pile of old books, 

and so a trend was born!

The Crown and Crest is 

also home to the Histori-

cal Research Center, where 

Guests can discover the origins of their family name, as well 

as the family coat of arms. Guests can have their history 

printed on parchment, or on a number of souvenir articles.

Three emblems can be found on this store’s window, 

which contain the phrases Tri uncta in uno (“Three joined 

in one”); Nemo me impune lacessit (“No one harms me with 

impunity”); and Honi soit qui mal y pense (“Shame on him 

who thinks ill of it”). These emblems represent three orders 

of chivalry, or knighthood, established by the English mon-

archy. The first is the Order of the Bath, which dates back to 

the 12th century, and is primarily bestowed upon military 

officers. This order had begun to fade into obscurity by the 

sixteenth century, but was restored by George I in 1725. The 

second, the Order of the Thistle, is one of the highest hon-

ors available to Scottish people. Though its establishment 

is often credited to the seventeenth-century Scottish King 

James VII, also known as James II of England, this knight-

hood has roots extending as far back as the Middle Ages. 

Prince William was recently inducted into the order, which 

is second in prestige to the knighthood represented by the 

third emblem displayed on the window, the Order of the 

Garter, instituted in 1348 by Edward III. This extremely selec-

tive honor is granted only to those who have served in pub-

lic office in the United Kingdom, or have personally served 

the monarchy.

The final venue is the Sportsman’s Shoppe, which carries 

football (that’s “soccer” to you Yanks!) merchandise, includ-

ing apparel promoting favorite (or favourite!) clubs of the 

English Premier League, as well as rugby-related items. 

Step outside the Shoppe to see the second-floor window, 

featuring three distinct cross emblems. The diagonal white 

cross on blue is the cross of Saint Andrew, patron saint of 

Scotland; the upright red 

cross on white is that of 

England’s patron, Saint 

George; while the diago-

nal red cross is the cross of 

Saint Patrick, patron saint 

of Ireland. As you may know, 

the three crosses placed 

atop each other create the 

flag of the United Kingdom. 

Together, the Toy Sol-

dier, Crown and Crest, and 

Sportsman’s Shoppe repre-

sent two great models of 

British architecture, Hamp-

ton Court to the east and Abbotsford House to the south. 

Hampton Court was a palace of King Henry VIII, but had 

humble beginnings as a small home when it was obtained 

in 1515 by Thomas Wolsey, who would later become a cardi-

nal. While a priest, the intelligent Wolsey had the trust of 

the king, who richly rewarded Wolsey for his loyalty to the 

crown. Wolsey built the small manor into a glorious estate, 

which was frequently visited by the king. His arrogance, 

however, got the better of him, and he eventually fell out of 

Henry’s favor. He was arrested for treason and his fortunes 

turned over to the monarchy. 

Renovations were made over time, including work per-

formed by Christopher Wren for William and Mary in the 

late seventeenth century. During the reign of George III, 
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Hampton Court was no longer used as a royal residence, 

and in the early nineteenth century, Queen Victoria made 

the palace available to the public. Visitors still flock to the 

magnificent estate and its sixty acres of gardens.

Abbotsford House, the home of author Sir Walter Scott 

(Ivanhoe), sits on the River Tweed in Melrose, Scotland. Sir 

Walter purchased Cartyhole, a small home in Melrose, in 

1811. Inspired by great mansions he had seen throughout his 

travels, he re-built the home and gave it a new name. Monks, 

or abbots, from the Melrose Abbey had a river crossing near 

his home, hence the name 

Abbotsford.

Across the Pavilion, great 

pains were taken to create 

chimneys authentic to the 

United Kingdom. Through-

out history chimneys were 

a source of pride of British 

homeowners; the size of 

a chimney would indicate 

the status of the family, as 

homes were taxed on the 

size of the chimney. A vari-

ety of chimney styles can be 

seen throughout the Pavil-

ion, complete with painted-

on soot!

Like many towns in the 

United Kingdom, the streets 

of the Pavilion lead to a cen-

tral structure. Towns across 

the pond might display the 

likeness of a local hero or a 

Celtic cross, and Imagineers 

discussed a number of ideas 

for a statue, from William 

Shakespeare to the great 

monarchs, before opting for a pillared sundial, also com-

mon in the U. K. It is a picturesque spot for a photograph, 

as well as a perfect meeting place if your group should be 

separated. 

The authentic traditional red telephone booths found 

across the street from the Pavilion are a particular favorite 

with Guests. Not only do they provide a great photo oppor-

tunity, but they actually work! Perhaps you have strolled by 

when you heard the phone ring. Don’t be afraid to answer 

it—you never know who may be on the other end of the line!

 The final stop is the much-lauded Rose and Crown Pub 

and Dining Room. The Rose and Crown’s building evokes 

four different pub styles found in the United Kingdom. The 

brick façade and wood paneling of the “street” or “city” pub 

was common to the late nineteenth century, or Victorian 

Era. Inside, this section of the pub boasts a magnificent 

mahogany bar and plaster ceiling. The Rose and Crown’s 

terrace imitates the “Dickensian” pub style prominent in 

London in the Elizabethan Era; the interior wood paneling 

of this section of the Rose and Crown pays homage to its 

model, Ye Olde Cheshire 

Cheese, a Fleet Street staple 

since the 1600s. 

Jutting out toward the 

main thoroughfare is the 

“country” or “provincial” 

style. Found more in the 

suburbs than in the larger 

cities, this structure—like 

the Dickensian—features 

a slate roof, as well as the 

plaster walls indicative of 

the seventeenth and eigh-

teenth centuries. The back 

of the restaurant, facing 

the lagoon, is fittingly re-

ferred to as the “river” pub: 

the stone building features 

elaborately decorated 

doorways, and is topped 

with a clay roof.

The motto of the Rose 

and Crown is Otium cum 

Dignitate: Leisure with Dig-

nity. It is the perfect place 

to stop in for a pint of Guin-

ness, a plate of bangers and 

mash, or perhaps a Scotch egg, which is an appetizer con-

sisting of a hard-boiled egg wrapped in sausage and then 

fried. Served with mustard, it is not to be missed!

The eighteenth-century English poet Felicia Dorothea 

Hemans wrote, “The stately homes of England! How beau-

tiful they stand/ Amidst their tall ancestral trees, O’er all 

the pleasant land!” Framed with its beautifully landscaped 

gardens and overflowing with historic details, the same 

can easily be said for the homes of their descendants in the 

United Kingdom Pavilion.
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The Secrets 
of Spaceship 
Earth  



When Epcot Center opened in 1982, the icon for the new 

Disney theme park was Spaceship Earth, serving as 

the primary landmark that could be seen clearly through-

out both Future World and World Showcase. Spaceship 

Earth is the largest geodesic sphere in the world, measuring 

165 feet in diameter and 180 feet tall, and is covered by 954 

triangular panels of Alucobond (a material developed by 3A 

Composites, consisting of two sheets of smooth aluminum 

thermobonded to a polyethylene core). Alucobond was cho-

sen for the exterior because even after accelerated time 

testing for weathering, there was no discernible deterio-

ration of the finish. In fact, the panels remained smoother 

than glass. Technicians even created artificial lightning to 

test the effect of strikes on the paneling. At the time, Dis-

ney claimed that the panels were “self cleaning” but in real-

ity, they are pressure 

washed today.

From a thematic 

perspective, Aluco-

bond was selected 

so that during the 

day, the exterior 

would mirror the 

sky and the land-

scape as well as 

nearby Guests on 

the walkways. At 

night, it was to glint 

with the sparkle of 

the stars and the 

planets that it was 

supposed to emulate.

Spaceship Earth is actually comprised of two separate 

spherical structures, one inside the other. The inner sphere 

is composed of 1,450 structural steel members arranged in a 

giant triangular fashion and is the weatherproof enclosure 

for the show. The inner core also contains decking at several 

levels and a spiral route for Spaceship Earth’s ride system.

The outer sphere is held about two feet away from the in-

ner core by aluminum hubs. A gutter was developed about 

mid-point on the sphere to collect rainwater and channel 

it through the structure and its supporting legs to under-

ground drains that eventually lead to World Showcase la-

goon. This innovative design prevents the water from cas-

cading down the sides of Spaceship Earth onto the passing 

Guests below. The structure seems to float above the sur-

rounding area, but is in fact supported fifteen feet off the 

ground by six steel legs driven deep into the ground. 

Before considering a geodesic sphere, different design 

structures were considered for Spaceship Earth, including 

the Roman Parthenon from the second century, the dome 

of Saint Peter’s Cathedral in the Vatican (150 feet high and 

107 feet in diameter), and the 125 foot diameter steel frame 

supporting a map of the world at the 1964-65 New York 

World’s Fair. A golden geodesic dome was also seriously con-

sidered, inspired by the Expo ’67 dome in Montreal.

However, Imagineers kept coming back to the idea of a 

sphere, inspired by the Perisphere, a 180-foot sphere that 

was built for the 1939 New York World’s Fair (shown here). The 

Perisphere housed a diorama called “Democracity” which 

depicted a utopian city of tomorrow. 

Project Design-

er Gordon Hoopes 

r e m e m b e r e d 

that the design 

process began 

with drawings 

and models. “At 

first, the models 

were simple Sty-

rofoam blocks to 

give our project 

designers an idea 

of the general lay-

out. As the design 

progressed, the 

models were up-

graded to reflect any changes. Eventually, with models, ren-

derings, and working drawings, the design was complete.” 

Imagineer John Hench told reporter Laura Kavesh for 

her story in The Orlando Sentinel of October 24, 1982, “The 

columns of Spaceship Earth are constructed to reach out 

like beckoning arms. I defy anyone who is depressed to still 

be depressed when they walk through there. We do all this 

from experience. Walt did it from intuition. It’s designed to 

say, ‘You’re okay. You’re going to be okay.’ We as humans must 

make sense of things or we feel threatened.”

Science fiction author Ray Bradbury developed a prelimi-

nary story treatment for the attraction, and this concept 

was taken to Dr. Fred Williams, Dean of the Annenberg 

School of Communication at the University of Southern 

California. Nineteen pages of reference books were involved 
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in shaping the final story. 

A timeline of significant events in the history of commu-

nication was developed, with seventeen scenes eventually 

selected. Experts from many different fields were consulted 

to make each scene as authentic as possible. 

The show was intended to represent the evolution of 

man’s ability to communicate, and the role of communica-

tion in mankind’s survival. Guests would leave a “time sta-

tion” and board a four-passenger “time machine” to discover 

how man learned to communicate. This 40,000 year jour-

ney would actually last approximately twelve minutes. Cave 

walls became library walls, and library walls became elec-

tronic displays. “From the stone age to the information age” 

was the phrase used to describe the attraction.

At the conclusion, the narrator, using language suggested 

by writer Ray Bradbury, intoned, “Ours is the age of knowl-

edge, the age of choice and opportunity. Tomorrow’s world 

approaches, so let us listen and learn, let us explore and 

question, and understand.”

The attraction was officially dedicated on October 1, 1982, 

the same day that Epcot Center first opened to the public. 

Chairman of Walt Disney Productions Card Walker said, 

“Communication is the beginning of understanding and 

thus fitting of the park’s marquee attraction.” 

In less than a week, over 100,000 Guests had ridden the 

attraction. Within the first year of operation the number 

grew to nearly 7.5 million, giving 

Spaceship Earth the honor of hav-

ing the largest attendance of any 

attraction in all of Walt Disney 

World that year.

A Cast of Characters

Bringing 40,000 years of his-

tory to life required a lot of Audio-

Animatronic figures. That’s a tall 

order, and even with Disney’s re-

sources, the cost of creating all of 

those figures was quite daunting. 

But Imagineers found that they 

could do “value creation” by re-using the expressive robotic 

husks in other attractions. A more recent example can be 

found at the Great Movie Ride, where Thomas Jefferson, 

from Epcot’s American Adventure, pops up as the sheriff on 

the balcony shooting at the bank robbers. Several pirates 

who had escaped from the Caribbean can be glimpsed in 

the gangster scene just moments earlier.

Here is the 1982 WED Enterprises/Imagineering list of re-

used Audio-Animatronics figures in Spaceship Earth: 

Shaman (Chief Joe/ American Adventure)

Egyptian Priest (William Taft/ Hall of Presidents)

 Phoenician Sea Captain (Store Owner/ American Adventure)

Centurion (Zachary Taylor/ Hall of Presidents)

Roman Senator (Teddy Roosevelt/ Hall of Presidents)

Turk (front/right) (John Tyler/ Hall of Presidents)

Sitting Scholar (Franklin Pierce/ Hall of Presidents)

Writing Monk (John Adams/ Hall of Presidents)

Printer Pulling Tray (Andrew Jackson/ Hall of Presidents)

Gutenberg (James Buchanan/ Hall of Presidents)

Printer Pressing (Andrew Carnegie/ American Adventure)

 Mandolin Player (Dwight D. Eisenhower/ Hall of Presidents)

 Steam Press Operator (Banjo Player/ American Adventure)

 Telegraph Operator (Matthew Brady/ American Adventure)

Reporter/Telegraph (Store Owner/ American Adventure)

Sound Engineer (Matthew Brady/ American Adventure)

Attention to Detail

Though Spaceship Earth was not meant to be a museum, 

many of the props and inscriptions are authentic reproduc-

tions of actual objects. Imagineer John Hench insisted that 

the props in the attraction be reproductions of the real 

thing or the closest approximation that could be created. 

Here are a handful of examples to 

look for on future visits to the at-

traction.

Cro-Magnon Scene: The ani-

mal skulls in this scene include a 

saber-toothed tiger, a lion, a cave 

bear, and two dire wolves. They 

were cast from molds of actual an-

imals in the Paleolithic collection 

of the Page Museum, Los Angeles.

The scene demonstrates two 

important forms of communica-

tion. The Shaman, the respected 

medicine man with magical pow-

ers to talk to the spirits, communicates verbally by telling 

the story of the hunt. A cave artist permanently records the 

event on the walls of the cave, providing the oldest example 

of recorded communication.

Egyptian Scene: The hieroglyphics are accurate and 

the gods Anubis, Soker, and Thoth are all represented. The 
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translation of the hieroglyphics takes up several pages. 

The words being dictated by the pharaoh in this scene 

were taken from an actual letter by a pharaoh to one of his 

agents. “Royal decree to the royal scribe and vizier Ammon 

Hotep…may he live, be happy and prosperous. Lo, everyone 

who shall make petition to vizier concerning fields, the vi-

zier shall order him (to come) to him—in addition to listen-

ing to the overseer of lands and the officials of the cadastre. 

He shall hear every petitioner according to this law which is 

in his hand.”

Roman Scene: The Latin in-

scription that appears at the en-

trance to the Roman scene comes 

from the first of The Twelve 

Tables of Roman Law that were 

codified about 451 B.C. and were 

regarded by later Romans as the 

foundation of all their laws. The 

laws were originally written on 

bronze tablets and placed in the 

marketplace for all to see and dis-

cuss. 

The statue in the Roman scene 

is Augustus. The graffiti that ap-

pears on the walls in the “Fall of 

Rome” also appeared on the walls 

of ancient Pompeii and was taken 

from a collection of graffiti enti-

tled “Loves and Lovers of Ancient 

Pompeii” by Professor Matteo Del-

la Corte.

One example is “Quisquis amat 

pereat” that translates to “May 

whoever loves perish!” 

Islamic Scene: The astrono-

mer on the balcony holds a quad-

rant reproduced from photos of 

a 10th century Islamic quadrant 

supplied by the Metropolitan Mu-

seum of Art.

Medieval Scene: Mary Robertson, the Curator of Rare 

Manuscripts of the Huntington Library in San Marino, Cali-

fornia, was consulted regarding creation of manuscripts 

during the Middle Ages.

Gutenberg Scene: Carey Bliss, the Curator of Rare Books 

of the Huntington Library in San Marino, California, was 

consulted regarding the printing of the Gutenberg Bible. In 

the Spaceship Earth scene, the page Herr Gutenberg is ex-

amining was recreated from a page from the actual origi-

nal Gutenberg Bible in the Huntington Library collection.

Renaissance Scene: The statue behind the mentor in 

the Renaissance scene is Sophocles. It is believed that the 

original marble statue was copied from a 4th Century B.C. 

prototype in the Dionysus theater in Athens. The statue in 

the Renaissance workshop does not represent a specific 

work of art, but represents the art 

of the period.

Renaissance Music: Experts in 

the field of Renaissance musicology, 

including Genette Foster from Oc-

cidental College in Los Angeles, were 

engaged to consult and perform 

the music in this scene. The male 

musician is shown playing the lute 

and the female musician is playing 

the lira da braccio.

Steam Press/Newspaper: The 

steam press, which dominates the 

newspaper scene, was recreated 

from the actual patent drawings 

filed by William Bullock in 1863. The 

newspaper is a reproduction of the 

“New York Daily.”

Telegraph Scene: The calendar 

in the telegraph scene is a copy of 

a calendar from 1867 by Hatch and 

Co. Lithographers supplied by the 

Smithsonian Institution, from the 

collection of Business Americana.

Telephone: The magneto 

switchboard was fabricated from 

an actual model circa 1898, supplied 

by AT&T. 

This is just a quick glimpse into 

the layers of detail in this attrac-

tion. There are many more secrets 

waiting to be shared.

While both the interior and exterior have undergone 

some startling renovations over four decades, the famous 

Disney “golf ball” remains a beloved symbol of Epcot and 

continues to be one of the most visited attractions at Walt 

Disney World.
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A Long Time Ago, In a World 
Not Too Far Away...
It’s been more than 30 years since Star Wars was released in 

1977, and it wasn’t long thereafter that I was able to recite 

the entire film word-for-word. So began my spiral into utter 

geekdom, but I digress...  

Since 1997 (and annually since 

2003), Walt Disney World has 

been home to a month-long cel-

ebration of the film series that 

includes celebrity appearances, 

trivia contests, Star Tours “ride-

a-thons,” Cantina street parties, 

and more at Disney’s Hollywood 

Studios, where Star Wars Week-

ends takes place every Spring. 

And with the Disney acquisition 

of Lucasfilm and the entire Star 

Wars franchise, one can only ex-

pect this event to continue to get 

bigger and better. 

But what you might not know 

is that 1997 wasn’t the first time 

that the Empire and Rebel Alli-

ance visited Walt Disney World. In 

fact, they were here twenty years 

earlier.

When the original Star Wars 

film debuted in 1977, one of the 

most sinister, recognizable, im-

posing, and exciting screen vil-

lains ever created came to Walt 

Disney World to promote the 

film. No, I don’t mean Jar Jar Binks. 

Darth Vader, Lord of the Sith, the embodiment of evil, and 

all around bad guy was on hand to greet Guests, but not 

where you may think.

He actually made his first in-person appearance at the 

Walt Disney World Village (now Downtown Disney). Guests 

could line up to take photos, get an autographed poster, or 

battle to the end in a lightsaber duel (OK, I made that last 

part up, but it was something I always dreamed of doing). 

But WHERE in the Village did Vader meet Guests? In the 

Captain’s Tower. Today, that location is home to a Disney 

Pin Trading Station, located across from Once Upon a Toy. 

But back in 1977 it was still an open-air pavilion, featuring a 

tall spire that was removed in the 1990s, when the area was 

slightly enclosed to convert the pavilion to a clothing store. 

In addition to Vader, you could occasionally find other 

characters from Star Wars here, 

like my friends the Jawas, and 

even Luke Skywalker. Best of all, 

the REAL Luke Skywalker, Mark 

Hamill, made a few appearances 

for photos and signings during 

this time.    

In 1980, Vader was back to pro-

mote The Empire Strikes Back. He re-

turned to the Walt Disney World 

Village as Guests were invited to 

(spoiler alert) “Come Meet Luke 

Skywalker’s Dad.” 

Years later, 1997 marked the tri-

umphant debut of the full-blown 

Star Wars Weekends, which to-

day stand as one of the most 

popular special events at Walt 

Disney World. And of course, at 

Star Tours, young padawans can 

finally battle Darth Vader himself 

at the Jedi Training Academy. Vad-

er’s first visit to Walt Disney World 

may have indeed been “a long time 

ago,” but years later we can still 

take a fantastic journey to “a gal-

axy far, far away.”

And if you haven’t been to Star 

Wars Weekends yet, “I find your lack of faith disturbing...”

May the Force be with you.
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When we last parted ways, my companion and I 

just enjoyed one of our favorite “attractions,” the 

tram, as we made our way to the main entrance of Dis-

ney’s Hollywood Studios.

Once we entered the park, we darted over to Toy 

Story Mania to see if the wait was manageable enough. 

Thankfully, it was a reasonable wait and we were able 

to enjoy some fun with Woody and the Gang. After-

ward, we decided to traverse to the other side of the 

park to see if we could sneak on Star Tours. 

As we were rounding the 

Sorcerer Mickey Hat and the 

Great Movie Ride, we heard the 

tell-tale sounds of an oncoming 

parade. One of the unfortunate 

things at this park is that you 

can easily be cut off from where 

you want to go by the parade.  

So, to avoid any unnecessary de-

lays in touring, one must get to 

the side of the park you want to 

be on before the floats start roll-

ing by.

As we were approaching the 

American Idol Experience we 

saw the floats and knew we 

were probably going to need to 

wait a bit before we could con-

tinue on to Star Tours.

Even though we knew the odds were against us, we 

kept on trying to move forward. Luck was not on our 

side, and it became clear that we weren’t going to make 

it across once a friendly Cast Members courteously 

asked us to “stand behind the line.” Not one to get into 

trouble, we complied and ducked into a little alcove to 

the right.

What greeted us were rows and rows of busts on 

pedestals. It turns out that we had stumbled upon the 

“Academy of Television Arts & Sciences Hall of Fame,” an 

often overlooked area that most Guests miss as they 

make their way to the headliner attractions. The Acad-

emy itself was founded in 1946, and honors those who 

made special contributions to the world of television. 

In addition to the Emmy Awards (which the Academy 

first awarded in 1949), the Academy also has a Hall of 

Fame. Many of the Hall of Fame inductees are repre-

sented here in bust form, including Oprah Winfrey, Lu-

cille Ball, Betty White, and, of course, Walt Disney.

I was actually surprised that 

I never noticed this little alcove 

before. It’s not like it’s hidden. 

Actually, I’m not that surprised, 

because many times I’m in a 

hurry to get from one side of 

the park to the other and am 

not really paying attention to 

the things along this path.

Besides the fun game of try-

ing to recognize the people in 

the busts and what they are fa-

mous for, this little nook is also 

a great place to watch the pa-

rade. Many places are cramped 

along the parade route but this 

seemed manageable and we 

were able to enjoy the parade 

with an unobstructed view. Behind us, some people 

were sitting on the ground and were still able to see 

things, albeit a bit obstructed by those of us standing.

So, my fellow wanderers, the path less taken may not 

really be a path, but a rest stop with a great view. As 

we’ve learned over and over, there are hidden treasures 

to be found just about anywhere, especially if you take 

your time and explore.

Until next time, this is Ray and you have been Wan-

dering the World.

 1926  Year that the original Winnie-the-Pooh book was published. Pooh, however, had made appearances two 

years earlier in a book of children’s poetry, and later in a short story published in the London newspaper, 

The Evening News.

 2  Number of hyphens originally in Winnie-the-Pooh’s name. The hyphens were later dropped by Disney.

 500  Acres (more or less) in the Five Hundred Acre Wood, the real life inspiration for the Hundred Acre Wood. 

Five Hundred Acre Wood was located in Ashdown Forest, 30 miles away from London. A. A. Milne (creator of 

Winnie the Pooh) owned a country home nearby and used the forest as the setting for his books.

 1932 The first year that Winnie the Pooh wore his now-famous red shirt.

 3  Number of actors who have provided the voice for Winnie the Pooh in Disney films. These include Sterling 

Holloway, Hal Smith, and Jim Cummings, who continues to provide Pooh’s voice today.

 1  Age of Christopher Robin Milne when he received his stuffed Alpha Farnell Bear, which he named Edward. 

This was the inspiration for the Winnie the Pooh character.

 2 Height, in feet, of the actual stuffed bear.

 5.9  Amount, in billions of dollars, of Winnie the Pooh merchandise sold in 2002. This is typical of Pooh’s popularity, 

making him the most valuable fictional character ever created according to Forbes magazine.

 1  Number of Latin books to appear on the New York Times Best Seller list. The book? Winnie ille Pu, translated 

by Alexander Lenard in 1958, and appearing on the list two years later.

Photo ©Tim Foster
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1.  What was Winnie the Pooh’s original name, 

according to the book?

a.  Winston

b.  Christopher

c.  Edward

d.  Rutherford

2.  Winnie the Pooh was created by A. A. Milne. 

What does “A. A.” stand for?

a.  Alan Alexander

b.  Arthur Avery

c.  Anatoly Aaron

d.  It doesn’t stand for anything.

3.  Who narrated the original three Disney Pooh 

featurettes?

a.  Thurl Ravenscroft

b.  Walt Disney

c.  Sterling Holloway

d.  Sebastian Cabot

4.  What was the only Winnie the Pooh film to win 

an Academy Award?

a.  Winnie the Pooh and the Honey Tree

b.  Winnie the Pooh and the Blustery Day

c.  Winnie the Pooh and Tigger Too

d.  Winnie the Pooh and a Day for Eeyore

5.  What is the name of the game that Pooh and 

his friends play at a bridge?

a.  Pooh Sticks

b.  Tigger Toss

c.  Buzy Bees

d.  Paddy Skips

6.  Which of these characters was not based 

on a stuffed animal owned by the real life 

Christopher Robin?

a.  Piglet

b.  Gopher

c.  Roo

d.  Eeyore

7.  How many female characters are in the 

“original gang?”

a.  1

b.  2

c.  3

d.  0 

8.  What was the name of the playground that 

used to be across from the Many Adventures of 

Winnie the Pooh in the Magic Kingdom?

a.  Pooh’s Playful Spot

b.  The Hundred Acre Wood

c.  Pooh’s Thoughtful Spot

d.  Pooh’s Playground 

9.   Why did Walt Disney decide to make 

featurettes out of the Winnie the Pooh stories 

rather than a full length feature film?

a.  It would have been too expensive.

b.  His licensing agreement forbade him to make 

full length films.

c.  He wasn’t sure audiences would take to the 

characters.

d.  He didn’t think the story was compelling enough 

for a feature film. 

How Well Do You  
Know Winnie the Pooh?
by Tim Foster
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10.  In Disneyland, what attraction did The Many 

Adventures of Winnie the Pooh replace?

a.  Mr. Toad’s Wild Ride

b.  Country Bear Jamboree

c.  America Sings

d.  It was an original attraction

11.  How did Winnie the Pooh disguise himself as a 

rain cloud?

a.  He stayed verrry quiet.

b.  He wore a dark raincoat.

c.  He covered himself in soot.

d.  He covered himself in mud.

12.  What are the attraction vehicles called on the 

Many Adventures of Winnie the Pooh?

a.  Honey Pots

b.  Bee Hives

c.  Bouncing Buggies

d.  Pooh Pods

13.  Which character did not appear in the first 

Winnie-the-Pooh book by A. A. Milne?

a.  Piglet

b.  Tigger

c.  Eeyore

d.  Roo

14.  Which modern actress sang several songs for 

the 2011 feature film Winnie the Pooh?

a.  Amy Adams

b.  Zooey Deschanel

c.  Mandy Moore

d.  Emma Thompson

15.  Where did the name “Winnie” come from?

a.  Winston Churchill

b.  A park near the real Christopher Robin’s 

childhood home

c.  A Canadian black bear that Christopher Robin 

visited at the London Zoo

d.  It was Christopher Robin’s childhood nickname

ANSWERS
KIDS KORNER (pages 78–81)

WHO AM I?
1.  Piglet
2. Lightning McQueen
3. Woody
4. Winnie the Pooh
5. Nala
6. Boo

POOH’S PALS

1.  Christopher Robin

2. Owl

3. Rabbit

4. Eeyore

5. Piglet

6. Tigger

STRIKE OUT

Secret Phrase: “The Wonderful Thing 

About Tiggers Is I’m The Only One”

BRAIN BUSTERS

A.A. Milne

FIND THE DIFFERENCE

1. There is an extra branch.

2. The roof is bigger.

3. A sign is missing.

4. The tree is bigger.

5. There is an extra flower.

6. The sign is blank.

7. The sign is spelled different.

8. The road is gone.

9. The rail is broken.

10. The tomato is backward.

 

FIND THE DIFFERENCE BONUS ANSWER

Pink

WORD SCRAMBLE

1. Kanga

2. Blue Balloon

3. Heffalump

4. Blustery Day

5. Sanders

6. Bee Hive

7. Rabbit

8. Eeyore

MYSTERY QUEST (pages 82–83)

SECRET SYMBOLS

1.  Kona Café sign

2.  Detail of the roof facade of one of the 

longhouses

3. Sign for The Neverland Club

4.  Hidden Mickey on the back of a 

statue in the BouTiki shop on the 

second floor of the Grand Ceremonial 

House

5.  Detail on one of the tikis by the 

Polynesian’s main entrance

WHERE AM I?

1. The Kona Island coffee bar

2.  Interior of the shack on the second 

floor of the Grand Ceremonial House

3.  Lounge outside of ‘Ohana and the 

Tambu Lounge

4. Summit of the Nanea Volcano Pool

5.  Hot spring leading to the Nanea 

Volcano Pool

6. Crow’s nest at The Neverland Club

7.  Resort map found along the 

pathways surrounding the resort

8.  Detail of the “The Strangler Fig” 

tree found on the grounds of the 

Polynesian

Quiz Answers

1) C

2) A

3) D

4) B

5) A

6) B

7) A (Kanga)

8) A

9) C

10) B

11) D

12) A

13) B

14) B

15) C
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The Mickey 
Mouse Continent

By Tim Foster

On one of my earlier excursions, I came across a curiously 
shaped space object which was called the Mickey Nebula. It was 
quite an odd phenomenon, and I wondered if there were other 
similar objects. As I asked around, I started to hear rumors of 
another Mickey shaped object of extraterrestrial origin. This 
one, however, was not to be found floating in space, but rather 
on the surface of an alien planet. It was a Mickey Continent, a 
large landmass that resembled a rather famous character that 
frequents this area. Nobody I talked to seemed to know exactly 
where it was, but they were certain that it existed. Since I was 
standing in a facility that was designed for deep space missions, 
I thought I would begin my search here.

Since continents are surrounded by 
the ocean, I thought perhaps a journey 
across the seas would be beneficial. I 
remembered that an exclusive sea-
faring club was headquartered nearby, 
so I walked over to the nearby lagoon 
in search of the Yacht Club. When I 
arrived, I asked when the next charter 
was leaving. I was told soon, but was 
disappointed to learn it was only going 
across the lake. Dismayed, I went inside 
to see if I could find anything there. In 
the lobby of this grand establishment 
I came across an antique globe, and 
wondered if it might contain any clues. 
As I looked closer, I was startled to 
see this Mickey-shaped object in the 
southern seas, could this be the lost 
continent? No, it was just a mischievous 
paint spot put on there for a lark.

A quick search of the same room revealed a number of Mickey 
shaped objects, not to mention the actual mouse himself suited 
up in his astronaut best. There were a couple of Mickey shaped 
conjunctions in the pipes that lined the walls, but of course that 
was not I was looking for. However, I did notice this object in one 
of the giant murals on the wall. It looked to be a barren object 
such as a moon or asteroid, but careful examination revealed a 
curious arrangement of craters in the lower hemisphere, which 
you can see here. A very interesting discovery to be sure, but 
alas, not a continent in the true sense of the word. Not having any 
luck, I set out to look elsewhere.
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I decided that my best course of action would be to take a journey into 
space, if I was going to find an alien planet it seemed only logical. But 
how to get there? There was the Astro Orbiter and Space Mountain, 
but I was in the mood for something a bit more relaxing. I found a 
slower moving ride that promised excitement and adventure, not to 
mention a journey across the galaxy. I entered the launch facility to 
board my craft, and noticed a number of charts on the wall. These 
looked to depict the various sectors of the galaxy that we would visit, 
and I noticed something unusual about the chart for Sector 1. The 
continent! Those ears! That nose! I knew that face, and realized I had 
found the Mickey continent. The planet was called Pollost Prime, and as 
I approached our Mission Commander I asked him how to get there. I 
didn’t quite understand his directions of “to infinity, and beyond”...that 
seemed awfully far away, but I took his word for it.

I wandered south to see what I could find, and soon 
found myself in a land of spaceships and aliens...curiously 
very similar to the place where my journey started. I 
looked about and came across this odd globe. It seemed 
to contain a map of some kind, and I bent in for a closer 
examination. To my surprise, the slightest touch sent 
the globe spinning in its base. I knew I had been working 
out lately but didn’t realize I was this strong! Beaming 
with pride, I examined the globe closely, looking for a 
familiar shape among the lines and arcs. Finally, I did 
come across this symbol, though as interesting as it was, 
it still wasn’t the one I was seeking.

I wasn’t having much luck here, so I decided to set off for 
the land of Mickey Mouse, the Magic Kingdom. I recalled that 
he had a house here, and figured there might be a clue there. 
I wandered back to the appropriate area, but was surprised 
to discover that a circus had set up shop here, displacing the 
old neighborhood. However, I realized that I had a number of 
photos in my scrapbook, so I went through them to see what I 
could find. There was nothing in the photos I had of Mickey’s 
house, but in a nearby boat I came across this curious map. It 
was definitely a uniquely-shaped landmass, but it sure didn’t look 
like a mouse to me. Those were features more akin to a duck, 
and sure enough someone pointed out to me that that was Donald 
Duck, another former resident of this area. An intriguing find, 
but still not what I was looking for. 



Can you name the characters who said 
the following?
1. “Oh d-d-dear.”
2. “I am speed.”
3. “Reach for the sky.”
4. “Oh bother.”
5. “Pinned ya again.”
6. “Kitty!”

Winnie the Pooh has lots of friends in the Hundred 
Acre Woods! Can you figure out who they all are?
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1

4

2

3

5 6
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Strike out words in the grid according to the clues below. When 
you’re done, the remaining words, when read left to right and top 
to bottom, will spell out a famous quote by Tigger.

Answers on page 75



________________________

________________________

________________________

________________________

________________________

________________________

________________________

________________________

________________________

________________________

BONUS  
QUESTION
What color is the 
ribbon on Eeyore’s 
tail?

Who wrote the original Winnie the Pooh books?
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Rabbit’s garden is in disarray!  
Can you spot the 10 differences in the photos below?



1. ANKAG 2. LEBU LONABOL

3. PLAFHUMEF 4. TRYBLUES DNWI

5. DRANESS 6. EBE EHIV

7. TRABIB 8. REYEOE

See if you can unscramble these things you’d find in 
the Hundred Acre Woods.
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Answers on page 75

Who is your favorite Disney 
villain?
Captain Hook is my favorite villain to love-
to-hate...he’s just so silly and just can’t get 
a plan to work! Also, he is always fun to 
visit at the parks. But the villain that scares 
me the most is Maleficent - she’s scary 
enough in the movie & she gives me goose 
bumps when she turns into a dragon during 
Fantasmic...scarrryyyyyy!

What is your favorite Walt Disney 
World stage show?
Stage shows are great at Walt Disney World 
and sometimes a nice break from the heat 
(or rain!). They’re all lots of fun and my all-
time-must-visit show is Finding Nemo: The 
Musical at Disney’s Animal Kingdom. The 

way the puppets and actors work together 
is really cool, and my favorite scene is with 
Crush and his family in the EAC...don’t miss 
Squirt!!

A lot of attractions are getting 
interactive queues, which do you 
think is the best so far?
I’m usually Fastpass-ing as many attractions 
as I can, but the interactive queues are 
getting so good that they are becoming 
attractions themselves! I think Winnie the 
Pooh is one of the best, and I’ll make sure 
I go through it at least once a visit. I wish 
Dumbo’s queue was around when I was 
little...but on a hot day, it’s the bubble 
captain at the Haunted Mansion that keeps 
me occupied the longest ;)

In each issue, our Kids Korner columnist will answer questions that are too tough 
for the grown-ups! If you have a question for her, send it to:  
subscriptions@celebrationspress.com.
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Secret Symbols
1 2 3 4 5

Where can you find these cryptic inscriptions?

Little Known Facts
•  A large, soothing waterfall graces the lobby of the 

Polynesian’s Great Ceremonial House, which includes 

the hotel’s registration desk, shops, restaurants and 

more. The monorail station is right outside the 

House on the second floor. The main lobby contains 

more than 75 varieties of tropical and subtropical 

plants in the three-story high garden. See if you can 

spot the Hidden Mickey on the floor as soon as you 

enter!

•  Disney’s Polynesian Resort is home to the “Nanea” 

(which means tranquil) Volcano-themed pool, which 

includes a water slide, kids water play area, and un-

derwater music. It replaced the original grotto pool 

on March 10, 2001.

•  Disney’s Polynesian Resort was one of the original 

two Walt Disney World resorts that opened in 1971, 

along with the Contemporary. When the resort orig-

inally opened, it was known as the Polynesian Village 

Resort. The “Village” moniker was dropped from the 

title in 1985.

•  Ten of the eleven longhouses have also undergone 

name changes since the resort opened. In 1999, many 

new longhouse names were introduced, such as 

Rarotonga, Tuvalu, and Rapa Nui. Most of the long-

houses remaining with original names were flip-

flopped with each other, such as Samoa and Hawaii. 

Through the years, only one longhouse has man-

aged to keep the same name it had on opening day: 

the Fiji longhouse.

•  The BouTiki (located on the second floor of the Great 

Ceremonial House) contains a number of large, 

wooden statues throughout the shop. Each one was 

made in Bali and weighs up to 1,000 pounds.
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Can you determine where these photographs were taken?

Where Am I?

Answers on page 75

Only the best  
explorers will  
be able to  
figure this  
one out...

1
2 3

4

5
6

8

7



Top 10 Things You  
Didn’t Know About 
Piglet
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1.  Piglet made his first appearance in A.A. Milne’s book Win-

nie-the-Pooh, published in 1926. Like his friend Pooh, that 

makes him older than Mickey Mouse. Oddly though, Piglet 

did not appear in the first Disney Pooh featurette, Winnie 

the Pooh and The Honey Tree. His place was taken by Gopher, 

who was felt to be more appealing to American audiences. 

Fans of Winnie the Pooh protested, however, and Piglet 

was right back at Pooh’s side for the next film, Winnie the 

Pooh and the Blustery Day.

2.  While Piglet is well known for his bright pink jumper, 

that wasn’t how he originally appeared. The earliest 

color images of Piglet, drawn by 

Ernest H. Shepard, showed him 

wearing a more subdued green 

jumper.

3.  Despite being described as a Very 

Small Animal, Piglet can be very 

brave at times. He can also be a bit jeal-

ous, as demonstrated in the introduction 

to Milne’s Winnie-the-Pooh. As Milne tells the story 

of how Winnie the Pooh got his name, Piglet squeaks 

in protest, wondering why the entire introduction 

is about Pooh. Even though Milne, as the nar-

rator, tells Piglet that the book is in fact all 

about him in order to placate him, Piglet 

doesn’t make his first proper appearance 

until Chapter Three when he and Pooh go 

Woozle hunting.

4.  Like Winnie the Pooh, the character of 

Piglet was based on a stuffed toy owned 

by the real Christopher Robin. Today, 

you can see the toy on display in the New 

York Public Library (and no, he does not 

have his famous pink jumper).

5.  For the majority of his Disney appearances, 

Piglet was voiced by John Fiedler. Fiedler 

also did voice work for a number of oth-

er Disney animated features, including 

The Fox and the Hound (as the porcu-

pine), Robin Hood (The Sexton), The Emperor’s New Groove 

(the old man thrown out the window), and The Rescuers 

(Deacon Owl). Fiedler passed away in 2005, the day after 

Paul Winchell, who provided the voice of Tigger, passed 

away.

6.  As mentioned earlier, Piglet has been described as a Very 

Small Animal. But how small is he? According to Milne, 

“Piglet is so small that he slips into a pocket.” This 

comes in very handy when you take him to school 

with you, “where it is very comforting to feel him 

when you are not quite sure whether twice seven is 

twelve or twenty-two.” Because of this, Piglet is just 

a bit smarter than Pooh, although Winnie doesn’t 

seem to mind.

7.  In 2003, Piglet starred in his own 

film, Piglet’s Big Movie. The film was 

notable in that it included several 

flashback sequences that were the 

first adaptations of original Milne 

stories since 1983’s featurette Winnie 

the Pooh and a Day for Eeyore. 

8. Little is known about Piglet’s family 

other than that, according to him, he 

has a great grandfather named Tres-

passers William. Piglet knows this be-

cause there is a partial sign in front of 

his home that reads “Trespassers W.” Of 

course, many homes have signs that say 

“Trespassers Will Be Prosecuted,” but this is 

the Hundred Acre Wood, and Piglet wouldn’t 

know of such things.

9. The residents of the Hundred Acre Wood have 

some unusual choices for their favorite foods, 

though Pooh’s fondness for honey does make sense. 

While Tigger likes extract of malt, Piglet’s snack of 

choice is acorns.

10.  If you visit Disneyland Paris and come across Pig-

let, you’ll likely get a signature that reads Porcinet, 

which is Piglet’s name in French.





“There’s enough land here to
hold all the ideas and plans we can 

possibly imagine.”
—Walt Disney


